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THE WHITE HOUSE

ACTION
WASHINGTON

October 20, 1976

Last Day: October 23

MEMORANDUM FOR

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JIM

SUBJECT:

S. 800 - Judicial Review of Administrative
Actions

CANNON~~

Attached for your consideration is
Senators Kennedy and Mathias.

s.

800, sponsored by

The enrolled bill would amend certain provisions in current
law which act to bar judicial review of Federal administrative
actions. The amendments were originally proposed by the
Administrative Conference of the United States and have the
endorsement of both the Conference and the American Bar
Association. The enrolled bill would:
abolish the defense of sovereign immunity in Federal
court actions seeking specific relief, other than
money damages, for alleged unlawful actions by a
Federal agency officer or employee.
permit the plaintiff in actions for nonstatutory
review of an administrative action to name the United
States, the agency, or the appropriate officer as a
defendant.
eliminate the requirement that there be at least $10,000
in controversy in Federal cases.
permit additional third party persons to be joined as
defendants in suits against the United States and would
permit extension of venue to the district in which a
non-Federal third part defendant resides, so long as
an independent basis of venue with respect to the third
part exists under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
A detailed explanation of the provisions of the enrolled bill
is provided in OMB's enrolled bill report at Tab A.
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OMB believes "that the amendments contained in the enrolled
bill provide necessary reforms to ensure that persons aggrieved
by Federal administrative action have the right to seek judicial
relief in meritorious cases, after exhaustion of available
administrative remedies. Accordingly, we recommend that you
approve S. 800.
Max Friedersdorf, Counsel's Office (Lazarus) and I recommend
approval of s. 800~
RECOMMENDATION
That you sign S. 800 at Tab B.

,

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

OCT 1 J .:..·fo
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

Enrolled Bill s. 800 - Judicial Review of
Administrative Actions
Sponsor - Sen. Kennedy (D) Massachusetts and
Sen. Mathias (R) Maryland

Last Day for Action
October 23, 1976 - Saturday
Purpose
Abolishes the legal defense of sovereign immunity in certain
suits against the United States; simplifies procedures for
naming the U.S. as a party in a suit; eliminates the requirement that there be at least $10,000 in controversy in Federal
cases; and permits the joining of other defendants in suits
against the United States.
Agency Recommendations
Office of Management and Budget
Administrative Conference of
the United States
Department of Justice
General Services Administration
Department of Housing and Urban
Development
Department of Defense
Federal Power Commission
Administrative Office of the
United States Courts
Federal Trade Commission
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare
Department of Labor
Department of Transportation

Approval
Approval
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection (informally)
Defers to Justice
Defers to Justice
Defers to Justice~~L

I
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Discussion
The purpose of this legislation, according to the Senate
Judiciary Committee report, is "to remove three technical
barriers to the consideration.on the merits of citizens'
complaints against the Federal Government, its agencies,
or employees."
The "technical barriers" are:
(1} the doctrine of sovereign
immunity as a bar to naming the United States as a defendant;
(2} a plaintiff's failure to name the proper Government officer
as a defendant in an action for nonstatutory review of an
agency action; and (3) the requirement that there be at
least $10,000 in controversy in actions for judicial review
of administrative actions, particularly when the right
being asserted cannot be assigned a monetary value.
The amendments made by the enrolled bill were originally
proposed by the Administrative Conference of the United
States and they have the endorsement of both the Conference
and the American Bar Association. The amendments reflect
the view that suits against the United States should not
be barred for reasons that have no relationship to the real
factors which should determine when the Government requires
special protection from suit. Accordingly, S. 800 would
amend certain provisions in current law which act to bar
judicial review of Federal administrative actions.
Sovereign Immunity

s. 800 would abolish the defense of sovereign immunity in
Federal court actions seeking specific relief, other than
money damages, for alleged unlawful actions by a Federal
agency officer, or employee. This amendment would not
affect other limitations on judicial review -- such as the
plaintiff lacks standing to challenge agency action, the
action is not ripe for review, the action was taken in the
statutorily authorized unreviewable discretion of the agency,
the plaintiff's failure to exhaust administrative remedies,
the privileged nature of the defendan~s conduct, and the
"political question" doctrine. The amendment would also
not confer authority upon the courts to grant relief where
another statute provides a form of relief which is expressly
or impliedly exclusive.
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The explicit exclusion of monetary relief would make it
clear that sovereign immunity is only abolished in actions
for specific relief (injunction, declaratory judgment,
mandatory relief, etc.). Thus, limitations on the recovery
of monetary damages contained in such statutes as the Federal
Tort Claims Act are unaffected. Similarly, "consent to
suit" in monetary relief cases is also limited to claims in
Federal courts, and, thus, the United States remains immune
from suits in State courts.
The main argument against the elimination of the doctrine
of sovereign immunity, which the Department of Justice has
termed an "encrusted principle of common law" is the
difficulty of obtaining complete assurance that no unintended
result will be produced. However, Justice stated in its
report to the Senate Judiciary Committee that the abolition
of the doctrine of sovereign immunity is not a case of
"exchanging the certain for the uncertain," but rather,
if properly applied in the courts, s. 800 would be "likely
to produce a more stable and predictable system of immunity
from suit than the present doctrine of sovereign immunity
can ever attain -- because it will be a system directly
and honestly based upon relevant governmental factors rather
than a medieval concept whose real vitality is long since
gone and which we have tried vainly to convert to rational
modern use."
Naming Defendants
S. 800 would permit the plaintiff in actions for nonstatutory
review of an administrative action to name the United States,
the agency, or the appropriate officer as a defendant. The
purpose of this amendment is to prevent such cases from
being dismissed because of a plaintiff's failure to name
the proper government officer as a defendant and to ensure
that the case is decided on the merits.
In this connection, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
has informally noted its concern that the option of naming
the United States as a defendant could, arguably, create
a collateral estoppel or res judicata effect in other
potential proceedings or litigation concerning the same
subject matter or issue, even though the other action or
proceeding may be brought under other statutes. The
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legislative history is silent on this matter, but the FTC
believes that this potential result was not intended by
the Congress, because the intent of this provision and
of the bill, as a whole, is to only establish the right
to seek judicial review of an administrative action.
However, litigation may be necessary to resolve the absence
of specific attention in the legislation to this issue.
In this regard, we note that the Department of Justice
has taken the position in an earlier report to the
Senate Judiciary Committee that "the ability to name the
United States in an initial pleading does not alter the
degree of specificity with which the plaintiff must plead
and establish his case· •• {Failure to properly specify
defendants in a pleading would still be]subject to a
motion for more definitive statement under the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure." Consequently, the standing
requirement for specificity may create a unique context
to prevent the application of the doctrine of collateral
estoppel. These concerns notwithstanding, the Federal
Trade Commission does not object to enactment of the enrolled
bill.
Amount in Controversy
The amount in controversy requirement in current law prevents
an otherwise competent United States district court from
hearing certain cases seeking "non-statutory" review of
Federal administrative action where the amount in question
is less than $10,000. s. 800 would remove that $10,000
requirement.
Although elimination of the m1n1mum jurisdictional amount
requirement would not affect other limitations on the
scope of judicial review, which include lack of standing,
ripeness or exhaustion of administrative remedies, we are
uncertain of the effect of this provision on the volume and
the character of cases which would be added to court dockets.
However, Congress' view is that this change is not likely
to increase court congestion because (1) many courts now
adopt a very lax interpretation of the requirement, and
(2) the courts would no longer have to waste time and
energy on the question of amounts in controversy.

I
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Joining Third Parties
Current law governing venue in actions against Federal
agencies and officers would be broadened to permit
additional third party persons to be joined as defendants
in suits against the United St.ates and would permit
extension of venue to the district in which a non-Federal
third party defendant resides, so long as an independent
basis of venue with respect to the third party exists
under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The
discretion vested in the trial judge under the Rules of
Civil Procedure to control the dimensions of the law
suit and to protect particular parties would be unaffected.
Current statute governing venue requirements limits judicial
review actions to cases in which each defendant is a Federal
agency officer or employee, and has been interpreted to
prevent a plaintiff from joining non-Federal third persons
as defendants, thereby preventing a plaintiff from obtaining
the full extent of relief to which he may be entitled.
This amendment would overcome this deficiency, as well as
avoid any hardship or unfair disadvantage to private
defendants that might result from their having to defend
their action in another judicial district.

* * * * *
We believe that the amendments contained in the enrolled
bill provide necessary reforms to ensure that persons
aggrieved by Federal administrative action have the
right to seek judicial relief in meritorious cases,
after exhaustion of available administrative remedies.
Accordingly, we recommend that y u appro~~

T. Lynn
Enclosures

,

THE WHITE HO)JSE
ACTION MEMORANDUM

Da.te:

Time:

October 18

FOR ACTION:

Dick Par on
lax

LOG NO.:

WASIIINGTON

t1--

900pm

cc (for infdrma.tion):

Friedersdorf ,..,...-i Kilberg~

Jack Marsh
Ed Schmults
Steve tceonahey

FROM THE STAFF SECRETARY
DUE: Da.te:

OCtober 19

Time: 300pm

SUBJECT:

S.SOO-Judicial Revi. . of Administrative Actions

ACTION REQUESTED:
- - For Necessa.ry Action

_ _ For Your Recommenda.tions

- - Prepa.re Agenda. a.nd Brief

_ _ Dra.ft Reply

---X- For Your Comments

_ Dra.ft Rema.rks

REMARKS:

please r eturn to judy johnston,ground floor we

wing

,

PLEASE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.
If you ha.ve a.ny questions or if you a.nticipa.te a.

dela.y in sUbmitting the required ma.teria.l, plea.se
telephone the Sta.ff Secreta.ry immedia.tely,

K. R. COLE, JR.
For the President

ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
2120 L STREET, N.W., SUITE 500
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037
(202) 254-7020
OFFICE OF
THE CHAIRMAN

October 6, 1976

Mr. James M. Frey
Assistant Director for Legislative
Reference
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, DC 20503
ATTN:

Ms. Martha Ramsey
Room 7201

Dear Mr. Frey:
This is in response to your memorandum of October 4, requesting the comments
of this Office on enrolled bill S.800, to amend chapter 7, title 5, United States
Code.
S.800 is intended to remove certain technical obstacles to suits for judicial
review of administrative action. Section 1 of the bill would amend 5 U.S.C §702
to remove the defense of sovereign immunity in suits for nonstatutory review 1/
of agency action (other than suits for money damages) and would amend 5 U.S.C§703 to permit the plaintiff to name as defendant in such a suit the officer, the
agency, or the United States. Section 2 would amend 28 U.S.C §1331 to eliminate,
in suits against the United States, federal agencies, or officers, the $10,000
amount in controversy required to establish federal question jurisdiction. Section
3 would permit a plaintiff to implead nonfederal defendants in a suit against the
United States or a federal officer or agency without losing the benefit of the
liberal venue and service of process provisions available under 28 U.S.C. §139l(e).
S.800 will implement three longstanding recommendations of the Administrative
Conference, Recommendations 68-7, 69-1, and 70-1 (enclosed). The bill is supported
by the Conference and by the American Bar Association. Amendments were made which
met the objections of the Department of Justice.
We believe that S.800 will be an important step in improving and rationalizing
the law of judicial review of agency action. We strongly urge Presidential approval.
Sincerely yours,

6Jd: ;::.:frgk ec..;Executive Secretary

Encs.

1./

"Nonstatutory review" refers to the common law remedies for unlawful action by
a Government official as distinguished from the special statutory review proceedings
provided in many statutes.

'

SECOND PLERARY SESSION
December 10-11,1968
Washington, D. C.

Recol'rt!t_Cpp_a_t.i.on. Ro. 68-7 -Eliroi:n~ ti.P.n. o.f , )UJ:".i.s.cl_i~.ti,op..a_l. .Am.ount
Requirement in . Judicial Revie,·T

RECO?·; ·ill?\DATION
Title 28 of the Unfted States Code should be amended to
eliminate any requireraent o:E a minimum jurisdictional amount
· before United States district courts may exercise original
jurisdiction over any actiori in '\vhich the plaintiff alleges
that he has been injured or threatened "·lith injttry by an
officer or employee of the U),ited States OJ':" any agency
thereof; acting under color of Federal lat,, ~ . This amendment is not to affect other limitations on the availability
or scope of judicial review of Fede:ral administrative ~ction ..

'

ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
2120 L STREET, N.W., SUITE 500
_WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037
- OFFICE OF
THE CHAIRMAN

Recommendation No. 69-1 -Statutory Reform cf the
Docltine.

Sov~relgn

Immunity

The technical legal defense of so\•ereign immunity, which the Government may still use in some instances to block suits against it by its
citizens regardless of the mt>rit of their clailns, has become in large
measure unacceptable. ~Iany years ago the United States by statute
accepted legal responsibility for contractual liability and for. various
types of misconduct by its employet>.s. The ';doctrine of so,•ereign immunitY:' should be similarly limited where it blocks the right of citizens to challenge in courts the legality of acts of governmental administrators. To this end the ..AdministratiYe Procedure Act ~hould be
amended.
RECO~DfE~'DA'l'ION

1. Section 702 of title 5, rnited Statf'S Code (formerly section lO(a.)
of the .Administrath·e Procedure Act), should be amended by adding
the following at the end of the section:
An action In a conrt of the United Stat<.>s !K'eking relief other than money
d.amageiJ and statln;: a dnlm that :m agency or an t'ffi~r or ~mploy<.>e thereof
a<'ted or failed to act in un otfidal cnpadt~· or undt-r culor of legal authority
shall not be di;;n,iss<.>d nor rt>lil'f tlwrein dl'ni<:d on the gro11nd that it. is
against t-he t:nltt-d States or that the l'nitetl State;; is nn indispensable
party. The United States may be n:.rued as a dt>ft>ncl:tut in any >'ItCh action,
and a judgment or d1.-cree may be entered aguiu:;t the Cnited S at~. Xothlng
hj•rein (1) nfft-cts otlu~r limitations on judicial re\"lew or the power or duty
of the (.'()Urt to cli"mi:<.'l any nctlon or dt•ny r<.>lit'f on uny ·oth<.>r lll'Jlropriate
le;;al or E'flUitnhle r.round; or (2) c••nfer"' nuthoritr to ;;-ront relief if any
oth!'r statute that ~: rauts consent to suit eXJit'l'ssly or iWI.•liedly forbids the
relief which is sou~ht.

2. Section 703 of title 5, United Stat-l.!s Code (formerly section IO(b)
of the Administrative Procedure Act), should be amended by udding
the following sentence afterthofirst full sentence:
If no sP<'Cial statutory review prO<"eedlng Is applicable. the action for
judicial rt•\"iew may be brou;:ht against the United States, tlle agency by its
oftlclal title, or tile nppropriateofficpr.

(Adopted October 21-22, 1969)

'

ADMINISTRATIVE CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES
2120 L STREET, N.W., SUITE 500
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20037
OFFICE OF
THE CHAIRMAN

REC01Il\IENDATION NO. 18 (70-1)
PARTIES

DEFENDA~T t

The size and complexity of the Federal Government, coupled
witlt the intricate and technical law concerning official capacity
and parties defendant. have given rise to innumerable cases in
which a phdntiF.'s claim has been dismissed because the United
States or one of its agencies or officers lacked capacity to be
sued, was improperly identified, or coulrl not be joined as a
defendant. The ends oi justice are not served when dismissal
on these technical grounds prevents a determination on the merits
of what may be just claims. Three attempts to · cure the deficiencies of the law of parties defendant have achieved only
partial success and further changes are required to eliminate
remaining toechnicalities concerning the identification, naming,
capacity, and joinder nf parties defendant in actio!':s challenging
federal administrdive actiun.
RECOMMeNDATION

1. The Federal Rule:; of Civil Procedure contain liberal provisions for substitution of parties and for amendment of pleadings and correction of defects as to parties defendant. ·The
Department of Justice ·should instruct its lawyers and ~nited
States Attorneys to call the attention of the court to these provisions in case!'; invo1ving technical defects with respect to fhe
naming of P<~rties defendant in any situation in which the plaintiff's complaint pro\'ide~ fair notice of the nature of the claim
and the summons and complaint were properly served on a
United States Attorney, the Attorney General, or an officer or
agency which would have· been a proper party if named. The
Department of Justice should be responsible for determining
who within uur complex federal establishment is responsible for
the aileged wrong and should take the initiative in seeking correction of pleadings or adding of proper parties. Since the Departn1ent of Justice has acquiesced in the substance of this
t

aeC'Ommendationa Nos. 18-!!:l were adopted June 2-3. 1970. ·

,

-

...

(Rec. 70-1)
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recommendation, it would also be appropriate for the Department
of Justice and the Administrath·e Conference of the United States
to seek an amendment of th~ Federal Rules of Cidl Procedure to
provide that the Attorney General shall have the responsibility
to correct such deficiencies.
2. Congress should enact legislation:
(a) Amending section 703 of title 5 to allow the plaintiff
to name as defendant in judicial review procP-~dingg the
United States, the agency by its official title, the appropriate
officer, or any combination of them.
(b) Amending section 1391 (e) oi title 28 to include
within its coverage actions challenging federal ac1ministrative action !n which the United States is named a~ a party
defendant, without affecting special Ye!lue provisions which
govern other types of actions against the United States.
(c) Amending section 1391 (e) of title 28 to allow a
plaintiff to utilize that section's koadem.d venue and extraterritorial service of process in actions in \Vhich nonfederal defendants who can be served in accordance with
the normal rules governing ~ervice of proce~s are joined
with federal defendants.

'

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS

iltpartmtnt of JuBtirt
llas4iugtnu. B.<!!. 20530
October 6, 1976

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director, Office of Management
and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
Dear Mr. Lynn:
In compliance with your request, I have examined
a facsimile of the enrolled bill, S. 800, "To amend
chapter 7, Title 5, United States Code, with respect to
procedure for judicial review of certain administrative
agency action, and for other purposes. 11
This bill amends the Administrative Procedure Act,
5 U.S.C. §702, so as to waive the defense of sovereign
immunity: "An action . . . seeking relief other than money
damages . . . shall not be dismissed on the ground that it
is against the United States." It also amends 28 u.s.c.
§1331 so as to delete the amount-in-controversy requirement "in any such action brought against the United States,
any agency thereof, or any officer or employee thereof in
his official capacity." The venue provisions of 28 U.S.C.
139l(e) are also liberalized, removing the requirement
that 11 each defendant is an officer or employee of the United
States."
The Department of Justice has no objection to Executive
approval of this bill.

-~
MICHAEL M. UHLMANN
Assistant Attorney General

'

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON. DC

20405

October 7, 1976

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director, Office of
Management and Budget
Washington, DC 20503
Dear Mr. Lynn:
By letter of October 4> 1976, you requested the views of the General
Services Administration (GSA) on enrolled bill S. 800, TO amend
11

chapter 7, title 5, United States Code, with respect to procedure
for judicial review of certain administrative agency action, and
for other purposes. 11
GSA has completed its review of this bill and offers no objection
to presidential approval.
Sincerely,

'

Keep Freeaom in Tour Future With U.S. Savings Bonds

THE GENERAL COUNSEL OF HOWSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20410

ocr s

1976

Mr. James M. Frey

Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. c. 20503
Attention:

Miss Martha Ramsey

Dear Mr. Frey:
Subject:

s. BOO, 94th Congress
Enrolled Enactment

This is in response to your request for our views on the
above enrolled bill.
The enrolled measure would amend chapter 7 of title 5 of
the United States Code by eliminating the defense of
sovereign immunity in Federal court actions seeking relief
other than monetary damages, where unlawful action by a
Federal agency, officer or employee is allegedo Further,
the enrolled bill would amend 28 u.s.c. 133l(a) to remove
the amount-in-controversy jurisdictional requirement in
cases involving a Federal question brought against the
United States, any agency thereof, or any officer or
employee thereof in his official capacity. The enrolled
enactment would also make several technical changes in
provisions of law dealing with the form and venue of
proceedings.
This Department has no objection to Presidential approval of
s. 800.
Sincerely,

Robert R. Elliott

'

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301

7 October 1976

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director
Office of Management & Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
Dear Mr. Lynn:
Reference is made to your request for the views of the
Department of Defense with respect to the enrolled
enactment of S. 800, 94th Congress, an Act, 11 To amend
chapter 7, title 5, United States Code, with respect to
procedure for judicial review of certain administrative
agency action, and for other purposes. 11
This Department defers to the Department of Justice
for the formulation of the views of the Executive
Branch. However, the Department of Defense has no
objection to the approval of the Act by the President.

rr~reln yours,

t~~.Qley
'

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426

ENROLLED BILL, S. 800 - 94th Congress
"A bill to amend the Administrative
Procedure Act"

OCT 8

1976

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director, Office of Management and Budget
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D. C. 20503
Attention:

Miss Martha Ramsey
Legislative Reference Division
Room 7201
New Executive Office Building

Dear l'1r. Lynn:
This is in response to Mr. Frey's request of
October 4, 1976, for the Commission's views on S. 800
"To amend the Administrative Procedure Act". The enrolled
bill would amend Chapter 7, Title 5, United States Code,
to do three things: first, S. 800 eliminates the defense
of sovereign immunity in Federal court litigation where
unlawful action by a Federal agency, officer, or employee
is alleged; second, the bill eliminates the required
minimum $10,000 amount in controversy in a narrow
category of Federal question cases brought in Federal
courts against the Government; third, S. 800 remedies
certain technical problems in the law concerning the
naming of the United States, its agencies, officers,
or employees as parties defendant in suits challenging
administrative action.
As we stated in our letter of May 4, 1976, S. 800
would have little if any impact on the judicial review
of FPC actions which is governed by the statutory review
provisions of the Federal Power and Natural Gas Acts
(16 U.S.C. 825 l(b) and 15 U.S.C. 717r). For that
reason, the Commission has no objections to approval
of the enrolled bill S. 800.
Sincerely yours,

~j) ,/~

f

()

//z;,!f!drc/ y~~M~
/

/ kichard L. Dunham
Chairman
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
UNITED STATES COURTS
SUPREME COURT BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544
ROWLAND F. KIRKS

October 6, 1976

DIRECTOR

WILLIAM E. FOLEY
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

Mr. James M. Frey
Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Frey:
This is in response to your legislative
referral memorandum of October 5, 1976, transmitting
for views and recommendations S. 800, "To amend
chapter 7, title 5, United States Code, with respect
to procedure for judicial review of certain administrative agency action, and for other purposes."
Inasmuch as the Judicial Conference has voted
its approval in principle of substantially similar
legislation pending in an earlier Congress, no
objection to executive approval is interposed.
Sincerely,

L ...._-f.~
William E. Fol
Deputy Direct r

'

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

The Honorable James T. Lynn
Director, Office of Management
and Budget
Washington, D. c. 20503

OCT 7

1976

Dear Mr. Lynn:
This is in response to your request for a report on S. 800,
an enrolled bill "To amend chapter 7, title 5, United States
Code, with respect to procedure for judicial review of
certain administrative agency action, and for other purposes".
We support the intent of the enrolled bill, the principal
effect of which is to eliminate the defense of sovereign
immunity in suits, other than actions for money damages,
against the United States; but we defer to the Department
of Justice which is the agency primarily responsible for
the conduct of litigation for the United States as to the
desirability of enactment of the enrolled bill.
S. 800 embodies a number of proposals of the Administrative
Conference of the United States. The proposal relating to
elimination of the defense of sovereign immunity stems from
the fact that the doctrine is outmoded and has resulted in
a bewildering series of confusing and conflicting Federal
court decisions. We support this proposal because it will
allow the courts to focus on more legitimate issues related
to the appropriateness of judicial review of agency actions,
such as the availability of alternative remedies, statutory
authority for or prohibition of judicial review, failure to
exhaust administrative remedies, and lack of ripeness.
The bill would also amend 28 U.S.C. 1331 to except actions
against the United States or an agency thereof from the
requirement that the amount in controversy must exceed
$10,000 in order for the Federal courts to have jurisdiction
over the matter. We believe the $10,000 amount in controversy
requirement is an artificial distinction which does not
relate to the appropriateness of judicial review of agency
action. We therefore support this provision.

,

The Honorable James T. Lynn

2

We understand that the Department of Justice, while supporting
the early versions of S. 800 in principle, raised a number
of technical problems with the bill as introduced. We note
that some of these concerns have been addressed in the bill
as finally passed. Because that Department is principally
responsible for conducting the litigation that will be
affected by this bill, and because it is more qualified to
speak as to the technical aspects of the bill, we defer
to the Department of Justice as to the desirability of
enactment of the enrolled bill.
Sincerely,

Unde~. Secretary

'

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON

OCT 7

1116

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Washington, D. c. 20503
Dear Mr. Lynn:
This is in response to your request for our comments on an
enrolled enactment, s. 800, an act "To amend chapter 7,
title 5, United States Code, with respect to procedure for
judicial review of certain administrative agency action, and
for other purposes." The Department of Labor defers to the
Department of Justice with regard to whether the President
should sign this enrolled enactment.
The enrolled enactment deals basically with so-called
"nonstatutory review" situations, where a party seeks to
have a Federal court review action taken by the Federal
Government and where no special legislative procedure has
been established to guide such review. Several impediments
to bringing such actions exist, and such authorities as the
Administrative Conference and the American Bar Association
have long advocated legislation to correct these impediments.
In particular, such legislation is designed to insure that:
(1) requests to review Government actions are not dismissed
on the basis of doctrine that the Government, as sovereign,
is immune from suit unless it agrees to be sued; (2) an
aggrieved party is not prohibited from bringing such an
action because it did not result in substantial monetary
damages to him; (3) an action is not dismissed because
brought against the wrong person or level within an agency;
and (4) such a suit may be brought in a place convenient for
the aggrieved party, and other parties may be joined with
the government as defendants to the suit. Such legislation
was thus designed to eliminate complexities which have
operated to preclude judicial review of certain agency
actions, without in any way altering the immunity from
review of actions committed to agency discretion or actions
otherwise precluded from review by legislative mandate or
judicial doctrine.

'
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In May of this year, the Department of Justice endorsed
enactment of such legislation on behalf of the Administration, and indicated to the Congress several particulars with
respect to the provisions of S. 800 that deserved further
attention. While we have some reservations about the impact
of this legislation on our resources, since we have in
the past relied upon the procedural requirements being
abolished to hold down the burden of such litigation
on this Department, we defer to the Department of Justice
with respect to whether this legislation should be signed by
the President.
Sincerely,

'

THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

OCT

20590

5 1976

Honorable James T. Lynn
Director, Office of Management
and Budget
Washington, D.C. 20503
Dear Mr. Lynn:
You have asked for the Department's views concerning S. 800, an
enrolled bill that would amend sections 702 and 703 of title 5,
United States Code, and sections 1331 and 1391 of title 28, United
States Code, with respect to procedures for judicial review of
certain agency actions. The bill would clarify the circumstances
under which the United States can be sued in actions involving the
official responsibilities of Government agencies or employees.
The Department does not anticipate that this bill would create
administrative problems or have a significant impact on our programs. However, we defer to the views of the Department of Justice
as to whether the President should sign the legislation.
Sincerely,

~
O.t:lk-. .9:
William T. Coleman, Jr.
I
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
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OCT 15 iSto
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

Enrolled Bill s. 800 - Judicial Review of
Administrative Actions
Sponsor - Sen. Kennedy (D) Massachusetts and
Sen. Mathias (R) Maryland

Last Day for Action
October 23, 1976 - Saturday
Purpose
Abolishes the legal defense of sovereign immunity in certain
suits against the United States; simplifies procedures for
naming the u.s. as a party in a suit; eliminates the requirement that there be at least $10,000 in controversy in Federal
cases; and permits the joining of other defendants in suits
against the United States.
Agency Recommendations
Office of Management and Budget
Administrative Conference of
the United States
Department of Justice
·General Services Administration
Department of Housing and Urban
Development
Department of Defense
Federal Power Commission
Administrative Office of the
United States Courts
Federal Trade Commission
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare
Department of Labor
Department of Transportation

Approval
Approval
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection
No objection (informally)
Defers to Justice
Defers to Justice
Defers to Justice
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Session

REPORT
No. 94-1656

PROCEDURE FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW OF CERTAIN
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY ACTION

SEPTEMBER

22, 1976.-Committed to the Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union and ordered to be !)I'inted

Mr. FLOWERS, from the Committee on the Judiciary,
submitted the following

REPORT
[To accompany S. 800]

The Committee on the Judiciary, to whom was referred the bill
(S. 800) to amend chapter 7, title 5, United States Code, with respect
to procedure for judicial review of certain administrative agency
action, and for other purposes, having considered the same, report
favorably thereon without amendment and recommend that the bill
do pass.
PURPOSE

The proposed legislation would amend section 702 of title 5, U.S.C.,
so as to remove the defense of sovereign immunity as a bar to judicial
rev~ew of Federal administrative action otherwise subject to judicial
review.
The bill would also eliminate the requirement of the $10,000 jurisdictional amount in federal question cases, that is, actions arising under the Constitution, laws or treaties of the United States, where the
action is brought against the United States, any agency thereof, or any
officer or employee thereof in his official capacity.
Further, the bill would simplify technical complexities concerning
the naming of the party defendant in actions challenging Federal
administrative action by amending section 703 of title 5, to permit
the plaintiff to name the United States, the agency or the appropriate
officer as defendant. This will eliminate technical problems arising
from plaintiff's failure to name the proper Government officer as defendant.
Finally, the bill amends section 1391 (e) of title 28, U.S. C., to provide that, in actions against the United States, its agencies, or officers
or employees in their official capacities, additional persons may be
joined in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedures and
5i--00fl
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with other venue requirements which would be applicable if the United
States, its agencies or one of its officers or employees were not a party.
STATEMENT
The Justice Department in its comments to the Senate c~mmit~ee
on this bill indicated that it favors its enactment in the forr:t ~n wh~ch
it passed the Senate. This bill is also supported by the AdmnustratiVe
Conference of the United States.
The bill S. 800 contains a series o£ amendments to titles 5 an~ 28
of the United States Code which have been endorsed by the Am~r~can
Bar Association and by the Administrative Confe!'ence of the.l~n~ted
States. The bill would first amend section 102 of title 5 of the lJm~ed
States Code. That section currently provides that a person su:ffermg
legal wrong because ?f ag~ncy action, o:r: adversely a:ffected or a&grieved by agency action w1thm the meanmg of a relevant sta~ute, IS
entitled to judicial review thereunder. S. 800 would not alter this provision· it would add to it. In so doing the bill would provide :for abolishme~t o£ the defense of sovereign immunity in certain actions against
the United States. More specifically, it would add to section 102 a provision that an action in a court of the United States seeking relief
other than money damages and stating a claim that an agency or an
officer or employee thereof acted or failed to act in an official capacity
or under colo:r: of legal authority sha;H .not b~ dismis._«ed. nor relief
therein be demed on the ground that 1t IS agamst the Umted States
or that the.United States is an indispensable party. It would also provide that the United States maybe named as a defendent in any such
action) and. a judgment or decree may be entered against the United
States.
In considering these recommended additions, it is important to note
that the amended section 102 would specifically provide that it would
not affect other limitations on judicial review or the power or duty
of'the court to dismisS any action or deny relief on any other appropriate legal or equitable ground. Fur~her, section 70~ cl~arly would
specify that it does not confer authonty to grant rehef If any other
statute granting consent to suit expressly or impliedly forbids .the
relief which is sought.
.
.
,.,.
. ..
..
.
This bill would ·also amend section t03 of title 5 of the Umted
States Code to remove the current uncertainty as to who ma be named
as a defendant when the United States is sued. Speci
, the sentence to be added to section 703 would provide that if
.al statutory review proceeding is applicable, the action for ju ial review
may be brought against the United States, the agency by its official
title, or the appropriate office~.
.
The 'bill S. 800 also provides two amendtnents to t1tle 2~ of the
United States Code. Section 2 of the bill would amend sectiOn 1331
to e1iminate the current requirement that there be a $10,000 amount
in controversy in order to establish the jurisdic~ion of a federal court
over federal question·s. The amendment proVIdes t~at whenev~r a
federal question is litigated in an action brought agamst the ~mte_d
States, any agency thereof, or any officer ?r ~mpl<?yee t~ereof m his
official capacity, federal courts would have ]Unsdictlon w1thout regard
to the amount in controversy.

•

Se~tion 3 w.oul:f a:ry.~nd ~ecti~:m 13~1 (e) of title 28 to permit joinder
of third part1es m hbgatwn m which the Federal government is a
·
·
defendant.
The purpose of this bill is best summarized by stating that it would
remove· three technical barriers to the consideration on the merits of
citizens' complaints against the Federal Government,: its agencies or
employees. The amendment made to section 702 of title 5' would eliminate the d~fense <_>f sovereign immunity as to any action 'in.a Federal
court seekmg rehef other than money damages and stating a claim
based on the assertion of unlawful official action by an agency or by
an officer or employee of the agency. The amendment to section 702
wol!ld.not affect oth~r limitations on judicial review-such as that the
plamtiff lacks standmg to challenge the agency action, that the action
is not ripe for review, or that the action is committed to unreview'able
agency discretion. Similarly, the amendment would not confer authority to grant relief where another statute provides a form of relief
which is expressly or impliedly exclusiVe. The amendment to section
102 ismeant .to eliminat.e only the doc~rine of sovereign immunity.as
a bar to nammg the U mted States. It IS not addressed to the issue of
proper parties defendant. That is treated in the second sentence added
to section 103 by the bill.
As has been noted, section 1 of the bill would also amend section
703 of title 5, United States Code, by the addition of a new second
sentence which would· permit the plaintiff in actions for nonstatutory r-eview o£ administrative action to name the United States ·th~
agency, ·or . the appropriate officer as defenditnt.. This· is intend~d to
eliminate technical problems arising from 'a plaintiff's failure· to
name the proper Government officer as a defendant; The first clause of
the new sentence is intended to preserve specific provisions regardin<r
the naming of parties which have beenor may in the future be estab':
lished by Congress. Such provisions may be part of a fully developed
review procedure or may be provisions which are even more narrowly
directed only to the required naming of a particular defendant where
such requiremen~ has intended consequences .such as the restriction
of venue or service of process. An example of the latter is 16 U.S.C.
831c(h),. which d
an intent that litigation involving actions
of the Tennessee
Authol'ity .be broul!ht a~inst that agency
only in its own name. See N atiorial Resources (!ounml v. Tennessee Valley Authority,459 F. 2d 255 (2d,'Cir. 1972).
· • ·. . ·
.
Another problem which may· a;rise in actions ·for judicial Teview of
administrative action is that th<:i right. l'tS8erted, cannot. be valued in
dollars and cents. Section 2 Of the' bill nieets this problem by ani ending section 1331 (a) of title 28 by adding an·exception to the requirement that there he at least $10,000 in contrqversy, so that .when the
actio'r): is.brought agajnst the Unite? .~tat~, any agency thereof, or
any officer or employee thereof in his offiCial.eapacity, the establishment of any such sum or value would not be required.
As has been indicated, the bill would remedy certain other technical
problems concerning the namin2; of the United .States, its a,12:encies,
or employees as parties defendant in aetions challen,ging Federal
administrative astion, and also relating to the joinder of appropriate
non-Fede.ral parties.
7
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The billS. 800 implements Recommendations 68-7,69-1 and 70-1 of
the Administrative Conference of the United States/ and the texts of
the recommendations of the Conference are set out at the end of this
report. This bill, and the companion House bill, H.R. 10199, are also
supported by a wide range of organizations and agencies, including
the American Bar Association, 2 the Federal Bar Association,a the Environmental Defense Fund,• the Judicial Conference of the United
States,5 and the Department of Justice.6
The bill H.R. 10199 was the subject of a subcommittee hearing
before this committee's Subcommittee on Administrative Law and
Governmental Relations on December 4, 1975 at which representatives
of the Administrative Conference of the United States and the American Bar Association testified in support of the bilU Hearings were
held S. 800 in the Senate by the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary on
April28 and May- 3, 1976.8 On May 10, 1976 the Department of Justice
submitted its wr1tten views on the bill S. 800 to the Semite committee.
The Department supports the bill in the form passed by the Senate.v
A. SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY

Congress has made great strides toward establishin~ monetary liability on the part of .the Government for wrongs co:rmmtted against its
citizens by passing the Tucker Act of 1875, 28 U.S.C. sections 1346,
1491, and the Federal Tort Claims Act of 1946, 28 U.S.C. section
1346 (b) .10 S. 800 would strengthen this accountability by withdrawing
the defense of sovereign immunity in actions seeking relief other than
money damages, such as an injunction, declaratory judgment, or writ
o£ mandamus. Since S. 800 would be limited only to actions of this
type for specific relief, the recovery of money damages contained in
'866 exhibit A, below, for text of the Conference recommendations.
• See matements of William Warfield Ross, Esq. and Francis l\1. Gregory, Jr., Esq.,
American Bar Association, in Hearings before the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procedure on "B11la to Amend the Administrative Procedure Act," Ap,rll 28,
May 3, 197tl, 94th Cong., 2d sess. (1976) (hereinafter cited as "·1976 Hearings'). Also
see statements of the 11ame witnesses in Hearing Serial No. 29 of the House Judiciary
Committee Subcommittee on Administrative Law and Governmental Relations, Dec. 4,
1975.

•.See statement of Donald A. Rago, Etta., Federal Bar Association, 1976 Hearings.
• See statement of Ja,cquellne Warren, :m-sq., Envlronmentni Defenss Fo.nd, 1976 Hearings.
• See letter from Wtutam E. Foley, Deputy Director, Administrative Office of the United
States Courts, :-iov. 3, 1970, exhibit B, below (hereinafter cited as "Foley letter"), supporting ear!ler version &f bill, S.

a see letter from Antonin
Assistant Att<>rney General; Oftlce of Legal Counsel,
May 10, 1976, exhibit C, b
er clted as "Scalia letter' ).
1 House Committee on the Judiciary Hearing, Serial No. 29.
• Senate 1976 Hearings supra.
" Department of J ustlce letter of May '10, 1976.
lJl At the state level, the trend has also been toward the reduction or elimination of the
sovereign immunity <lefense. For example, 21 states and the Dlstdct of Columbia have
by judicial decision overturned, ln varying degrees, the sovereign tmmun!ty defense to
tort actions. (Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas .California., Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Il11nois,
Indiana, Kansas. Kentucky~ Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Islana, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.) Approximately ten other statefl
(Connecticut Delaware, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South
Da o ,
and Wyoming) have constitutional provisions which enable the legislature to
the manner and venue in which a suit against the sovereign may be
!ctions of Iowa, New York, Oregon, ·and Utah have ended by statute
brought.
the sovereign immunity defense to tort actions. Furthermore, the state of Montana has
completely abrogated the doctrine by constitutional amendment. For further discussion,
see Hjort. The Passing of Soverewn Immunity in Montana: The King is Dead! 34 Montana
L. Rev. 283 (1973); Comment, T'o Oatoh the Jiliu8ive Oomcience of the King: The Statua
of the Doctrine oj Sovereign Immunity in Alabama, 26 Alabama L. Rev. 463 (1974).

the Federal Tort Claims .Act and the Tucker Act governing contract
actions would be unaffected.
Courts can make a useful contribution to the administration of
Government by reviewing the legality of official conduct which adversely affects private persons. The acceptance of judicial review is
reflected not only in court decisions but in the many statutes in which
Congr~ h~s prov~d~d a special procedure for reviewing particular
adnumstrative activity. For years almost every reQ'Ulatory statute
enacted by Congress has contained provisions auth~rizing Federal
courts to review the legality of administrative action that has adversely
affected private citizens.
·
Unfortunately, these special statutes do not cover many of the functions performed by the older executive departments, such as the Departments of State, Defense, Treasury, Justice, Interior ,and A~ri
culture: In addition, there are omissions and ~aps in the application
of special review statutes. In these instances, Judicial review is available, if at all, through actions involving matters which arise "under
the Constitution, Laws, or treaties of the United States" as provided
in section 1331 (a) of title 28. These actions are referred to as "nonstatutory review" acticms and jurisdiction for these review procedure~
is in United States district courts.
These actions usually take the form of a suit for injunctive, declaratory or man~amll!' relief agains~ a named Federal officer on the theory
he IS exceedmg his legal authority. In theory 'such actions are against
the officer and not against the Government for whom he is actin<" and
is a legal fiction developed by the courts to mitigate the injustice c~used
by st_rict application of the sovereign immunity doctrine. At the Senate
hearmgs Richard K. Berg, executive secretary of the Administrative
Conference of the United States, noted:
* * ·~ if _thi~ action were logical, easy to apply and did substantial JUStice, perhaps there would be no problem. But it
does not. On the <'.Amtrary, it has set lawyers and courts to
chasing conceptual will-o'-the-wisps. 11 · .
there is no specific statute authorizing judicial review, the suit is dismissed on the basis of sovereign immunity.
Dean Roger Cramton o£ Cornell Law School, a :former chairman of
the ~dministrative Con:f_erel!ce and.Assistant Attorney General and a
leadmg scholar on sovereign 1mmumty, has described the effect of these
wispy fictions on the judicial process:
The J?roblem i;s that judges who are not famiJiar with the history of
the fiction and Its purpose attempt to make determinations whether
the suit is actually directed at the Government rather than the named
defendant. This pradice in turn raises a number of complex questions
involving the relationship between the official and his employer-the
Government. If it is found that the Government is the actual defendau~, .an~ t~ere is no spec~fic statute. aut_horizing judicial review, the
•SUit 1s dismissed on the basis of sovere1gn Immunity.
Dean Roger Cramton of Cornell Law School. a former chairman of
the Administrative Conference and Assistant Attorney General and a
111976 Hearings, testimony !>f Richard X. Berg;

i
leading scholar on sovereign immunity, has described the eff(!ct of
these wispy fictions on the judicial process:·
The basic problem with the sovereign immunity doctrine is
that it has deve,loped by fits and starts through the series of .
fictions. The resultirig patchwork is an intricate, complex and
not altogether logica.l body of law. The basic issue--b;tlancing ·the public interest in preventing undue judicial interference with ongoing govern111entl:ll programs against the
.desire tO provide judicial review to individuals claiming that
Government has harmed or threatens to harm. them-is
obscured rather than assisted by the do.ctrine of sovereign
· ·
·
·
immunity in its present form. 12
Representing the Department of Justice, which supports S. 800,
Assistant Attorney General.Antonin Scalia wrote :
No one can· read the significant Supreme Court cases on
sovereign immunity, from United States v. Lee, 106 U.S. 196
(1882} to Malone v. Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962), Dugan v.
Rank, 372 U.S. 609 (1963) and Hawaii V; Gordon, 373 U.S.
57 (1963) (per curiam); without concluding tha.t the field is
a mass of COJ?-~Us!on ; and if he ventures beyond tJ:ta;t to attemP.t
· some reconc1hatwn of the courts of appeals demswns, he w1ll
find confusion compounded. Accepting the elimination of the
doctrine of sovereign immunity is not, then, a case of exchanging the certain for the uncertain, or the .known for the
·unknown.13 ·
·
, .The. Senate report referred to a number of cases which illustrate
the problem referred to by Mr. Scalia. It was pointed out that the
~octrina~ confusion caused by sovereign immunity has been highlighted m recent courts of appeals decisions. In Sohlafly .v. Volpe,
495 F.2d 273 (7th Cir. 1974), the court described sovereign immunity
as:
·'
one of the more ill-defined aspects of federal jurisdiction.
Perhaps the only irrefutable statement that. can be made
regarding this doctrine is that it appears to offer something
for everyone.14
·
·
··
· 'The court then reviewed the leading Supreme Court cases and pertinent courts of appeals decisions in reversing in part a district court
dismissal of a snit.challeng' the legality of suspended Federal highway funding. The court hel
t the Federal Government had wl;i.,ived
sovereign immnnity and, in any event, the ultra vires exception to the
doctrine rendered it inapplicable.
,
"Writing of the doctrine's exceptions, the Sohlafly court noted:
In anticipation of the government's cry that the sovereign
cannot be sued without consent, complafnts are drawn with
a covetous eye on the doctrine's 'exceptions,' only to be confronted with assertions tha.t the facts present an 'exception
to the exception,' or 'qualify' the exceptions, or that enter-

tainment of the plaintiff's claim would create an 'intolerable burden on· governmental functions, requiring use of the
doctrine despite its otherwise applieable exceptions.' 15
In Littellv. Morton, 445 F.2d 1207 (1971), the Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit reversed a district court dismissal of a suit on
sovereign immunity grounds. The suit by an attorney for an Indian
tribe sought review of the Secretary of the Interior's action in disallowing his claim for compensation for services. The court's opinion
frankly recognized the problems in applying sovereign immunity:
It must be recognized at the outset that an.effortto estabc
lish logical consistency in the decisions dealing with sovereign immunity is bound to be frustrating. The authorities are
not reconcil!llble, and there are conceptual conflicts in the
various holdings with which an intermediate appellate court
must grapple. Our task is magnified because we have been
unable to find any case in which the Supreme Court. has
sought to reconcile the notion of sovereign immunity with the
fundamental concept of the APA that a person adversely affected by administrative action is presumptively entitled to
,
. .
•
judicial review of its correctness.16
As Judge MacKinnon noted in Know Hill Tenants Council v. lVash. .
ington, 448 F.2d 1045 (D.C. Cir. 1971) :
The result of course is a condition of hopeless confusion in
judicial opinions, and an invitation to Government attorneys to assert the applicability of the doctrine whenever the
opportunity reasonably prese,nts itself. A federal trial court
is faced with a thankless task whenever it is called upon to
decide whether the doctrine is applicable in a particular case. 17
The doctrinal confusion is such that the courts are divided on the
fundamental questiton of whether or not sovereign immunity b~trs actions for equitable relief. For example, in American Federation of Government Employees, Local 18M v. Callaway, 398 F. Supp. 176 (N.D.
Ala. 1975), the court said:
. ·
.
.
It is a well-recognized principle that the doctrine of sover·
eign immunity bars suits against government agen?ies tn• ?f¥clal~ for monetary dam3:ges, but does not bar suits for mJUnctlVe or declaratory rehe£;1 8
·
. .
On the other hand, in Penn v. 8ahlesinger, 490 F.2d 700 (5th Cir.1974)
reversed dn other grounds 497 F.2d 970 (5th Cir. 1974) the court held
that:
·
.
. · .
·
A declaratory judgment (against the sovereign), if equivalent to a claim for injunctiye relief,·· would be * * * barred
by the doctrine. of sovereign immunity. 19
One area w~ere misunderstanding of the soy~reign immunity doctrine.has perpetuated considerable con£\lsionand injustice isthat of
'"41UI F.2d nt p. 277 (eltatlons omitted).
44i'i F.2d at pp. 1211-1·2,
44S F.2.d at p. 1059.
"' :'IllS F. Supp. at p, 191.
1• 490 F.2d at p. 704,
1•
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RPport of the Committee on Judicial Review of the Administration Conferenoo of the
United States. 1 Recommendations and Reporta of the Admini8trative Conference 191, 194
(196!1} (hereinafter cited as "ACUS Reports").
'" Renlln ll>'tter, exhibit C, below.
"495 F.2d at p. 277.
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employment discrimination or discharge suits against Federal officers.
Reviewing these cases, one commentator noted that:
Several federal courts of ap:peals, covering states where federal employment discriminatiOn is greatest, have held that
sovereign immUllity prevented them from banning employment discrimination by fe,deral officials, [thus ignoring or misapplying the recognized exception to the doctrine of ultra
vires or unconstitutional action by Federal officers.] 20
Based on the testimony presented to this committee and to the
Senate. committee, it appears that the consensus in the administrative
law community among scholars and practitioners is strong with regard
to the elimination of sovereign immunity.21 Professor Cramton summarizes this when he notes that "the application of the doctrine of
sovereign immunity to actions challenging the legality of Federal
conduct is totally erratic, haphazard, unpredictable, unfair, inconsistent, and, in some situations, Ulljust." 112 To Professor Kenneth Culp
Davis, enactment of S. 800 is "urgent" in order to remove "the unnecessary injustice caused by sovereign immunity." 113
The aJ:>plication of sovereign immunity is illogical and one cannot pred1ct in what case the injustice is likely to occur. The Senate
report observed that more probably than not, an average person with
a less experienced attorney will be thrown out of court by the sovereign immunity doctrine while the "vealthy corporation w1th expensive, experienced coUllsel will be able to sidestep the doctrine. The fact
rema.ins that the injustice of sovereign immunity may occur in any
case, with respect to any form of government conduct, Ulllesi> there
is a specific statute allowmg judicial review.
Perhaps the only situation under recent case law, other than snits
for damages, where it was fairly predictable-and mtended by Congress-that a court would uphold a claim of sovereign immumty, involved disy,uted title to real property.24 The results in these cases were
so obvious y unjust that in 1972 with the enactment of legislation also
considered and reported by this oommittee,25 C.ongress enacted legislation to permit actions to quiet title to be brought against the United
States. 28 U.S.C. sections 1346(f), 1402(d), 2409(a).!!6
.., Abernathy, Sovereigt~. ImmtMitg in a Ctmstitutl&nal Government: Tlte Federal Employment Di8criminaHon Ca~~ea, 10 Harvard Ctv: Rtghts-Ctv. L!b. L. Rev., pp. 322, '326-27, 367
(1975). See also Bram.'IJU!tt v. Desobr11, 490 F.2!f 405 (6th Ctr. 1974) (suit by dieell,~rged
emplo:vee o:t non-appropriated fund activity against commanding ot!lcer, alleging arbi-

trary," "capricious,' iind "uneonst1tutlonaJ•1 action, dismissed because "the United States,
.as sovereign, Is Immune").
m. See e.g., K. C. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise ch. 27 (1958, Supp. 1965) ; Cramton Nomtatutwy Review of Federal Administrative Action: The Need for Statutory Refor~ of Sovereign bnmu
Subjerl Matter Jurisdiction, and Parties Dejefl,dant, 68 Mich.
L.Rev. 389 (1970) ;
SovoreitJn Immunity and Non.statlttory Review of Federal
AdmiM8tra.tive Action:
Conclusions from the PubUc-Lands CaBell, 68 M!ch.I,.Rev. 867
( 1970\ ; Curr1e. The FederGlOourts and the American La1c In~~titute (pt. II). 36 U.Chl.L.
Rev. 268 (
posed l(:etorm.s in Federal "NonstatutO'f'!f' Judtcial Review:
Sovereign
ns~>ble PO/I'tiell,. Matldamttt, 75 Harv.L.Re,-. 1479 (196'2) :
Carrow F!
'ty in Admlni8trative Law-A New Diaqnoata, 9 J.Pub.L. 1
(1{ffl0) ': Abern~ttliy, >Bovereign ImmunU11 in o Constitfltional Government: Thfl Federal
Emplo!lment Discrimination Oases, .10 Harvard Civ. Rights..Clv. Llb.L.Rev. 322 (1975).
20 1910 Hear1ngR ><t p. 46.
.. !Altter from Kenneth Cnlp Davis, to Senator Edward M. Kennedy, Apr. 12. 1976.
1976 Hear1ngs (hereinnfter cit~>d as "Davis letter").
.
·
_
•• S"e A-falane v. Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962); ffiu"dner v. HarrtB, .391 F.2d 885 (oth
Clr. 1961!).
211 Public Law No. 92-~62, 92d Cong., 2d sess.
·
""The SPnnte Committee on Interior and Insular Atfa1rs commented on the sove!';!ign
immunity doctrine In Its renort on thisle!dslation :
Because o,f the common law doctrine of "sovereign Immunity," the United Atnte!' eannot
now be sued In a land title action without giving its express consent. Grave inequity often

Just as there is little reason why the United States as a landowner
should be treated any differently from other la~d~wners in an act~on
to quiet title, so too has the ~ime now _come to elun!nate tJie sov~re1gn
immunity defense in all eqmtable actions for spec1fic rehef agamst a
Federal agency or officer a~ting. in an official capacity.
. .
.
The importance of ameh?ratmg the.effect ~f th~ soverm~ Immmuty
doctrine in other areas besides qmet title actiOns IS emphasized by the
number and variety of cases in which the d~fense is still ~aised. T~e
committee has been advised that the doctrme has been mvoked m
hundreds of cases each year concerning agricultural regulations, g?vernmental employment, tax: investigations, postal-r!tte ma~t~~' admmistration of labor legislatwn, control of subversive actlv1t1es, food
and drug regulation, and administration of Federal grant-in-aid
programs.: 7
•
•
•
•
•
•
In each mstance, the sovereign 1mmumty doctrme d1verts the court·s
attention from the basic issue concerning the availability or scope of
judicial review. Sovereign i~Ullity beclouds tJie rea! iS~?u.e whe~her
a particular ~overnmental a~tiv~ty should J:e subJect ~o J.nd1~1al review,
and if so w11at form of rehef IS appropriate. Its elmunatwn as propo~d inS. 800, in the words of Richard K. ~erg, exe<;utive .secre~11;ry,
Administrative Conference, "would be a maJor step m rat10nahzmg
the law of judicial review of agency action. It mi~ht not change ~any
outcomes, but it. would force the courts to ask and to answer the r1ght
questions:" 28 "\Vhere S. 800 would change the outcome of a suit, the
committee believes that the result would be justified. For, as Senator
Kennedy observed at the Senate hearings :
A review of the cases-as confused as the:y are-reveals
one certain conclusion: where sovereign immunity has been
held to be a bar to suit, and where no other defenses * * *
would have been applicahle, unjust or irrational decisions
have resulted. 29
The committee does not believe that the partial elimination of sovereign immunity, as a barrier to nonstatutory review of Federal admimstrative action, will create undue interference with administrative action. Rather, it will be a safety-valve to ensure greater
fairness and accountability in the administrative machinery of the
Government.
Other methods found in the substantial and growing. body of law
governing availability, timing, and scope of judicial review provide
much more rational basis for controlling unnecessary judici;tl interference in administrative decisions than does the defense of sovereign
immunity. Thus, a case is unreviewable if it involves actions
"committed to agency discretion 'by law." Other defenses include
(1) statutory preclusion; ('2) lack of ripeness; (3) failure to exhaust
administrative remedies; and (4). lack of standing. The availability
of these defenses-all of which provide a sounder substantive basis

a

has resulted to private citizens who are thereby &eluded, witb011t benefit of a recourse
to the courts, from lands they have reaS<Jn to believe are rightfully t~lrs. •· * • [T)he
committee belteves this principle is not approprlate where the coura are established, not
for the convenience of the soveretgn, but to s~ve the peopte.
·
S. Rept. 92-575, 92« Con g., lRt gesg,, a:t p. 11.
21 See 1970 HenMn!\'ll: a\Ithoritlesc cited at note 22, ~m-pra.
""1970 Renate Hearings. testimony of Richard K. Berg.
.. 1970 :Hearings at p: 3.
H. Rept. 94-1656-76--2
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to control court revie·w on the merits than the confusing doctrine of
~ov~r~ig~ immunity-i_ndicates that the P?licy against indiscriminate
]Ud1c1al mterference w1th Government achon would not pe abandoned
by eliminating the defense of sovereign immunity.
·
Further the modification of sovereign immunity will not overwhelm
Federal courts and government lawyers with a flood of litigation.
Apparently, the Judicial Conference of the United States shares this
view, since it has endorsed identica1 legislation in the past.30
·Since the application of sovereign immunity is unpredictable it
seldom deters the bringing of a suit though it may affect the result or
induce an error which requires correction at' the appellate level. As
a practiqtl matter, the usual economic costs of bringing snit and the
tilefenses cited above will operate to prevent inundation of the courts. 31
Also, any increase in litigation on the merits is likely to be offset by
a decreasein litigation on the question of sovereign immunity. Presently, sovereign immunity is raised as an additional, complex issue in litigation which requires considerable jlldicial time and effort to resolve
or circumvent. ·when the issue is the basis of decision in the first instance, it invites appeals and further litigation on the matter. 3 ~ The
e~i~ation ~rf t~e vexing and difficult preliminary question of sovereign Iitlmumty m a large number of cases would probably provide a
net savings of time and money to the Federal Government even if a
few more cases did proceed to a determination on the merits of the
legality of Federal administrative action.
However, even if there is a slight increase in caseload, the time has
finally come when the injustice and inconsistency resulting from the
unpredictable application of the sovereign immunity doctrine should
·
be remedied.. ..
As Government .programs grow, and agency activities continue to
per:vade every aspect of life, judicial review of the administrative
act10ns o£ Government officials becomes more and more important.
Only if citizens are provided with access to judicial remedies against
Government officials and agencies will 've realize a government truly
under law. The enactment of section one of S. 800--:-the partial elimination of the sovereign immunity defense in actions for equitable relief-is an important step toward this goal.
Amend'ffii1U3t of 5 V.S.O. Seoti<m 70'2
The portion of S. 800 that modifies the doctrine of sovereign immunity adds three new sentences to the existing language of 5 U.S.C.
section 702, which deals with th:e right to judicial review of Federal
administra_.tive action. 83
·
.

The first of the additional sentences provides that claims. challenging official action or nonaction, and seeking relief other. than money
damages, should not be barred by sovereign immunity.The explicit
exdusion of monetary relief makes it clear that sOvereign immunity
is abolished only in actions for specific relief (injunction, declnratory
judgment, mandatory relief, etc.). Thus, limitations on the recovery
of money damages contained in the Federal Tort Claims· Act, the
Tucker Act, or similar statutes are unaffected. The eonsent to suit
is also limited to claims in courts of the United States; hence, the
United States remains immune from suit in state courts.
Since the amendment is to be added to 5 U.S.C. section 702, it
will be applicable only to functions falling within the· definition of
''agency" in 5 U.S.C. section 701. Section 701(.b)(l) defines"agency"
very broadly as "each authority of the Government of the United
States, whether or not it is within or subject to review by another
agency" except for a list of exempt .agencies or functions: ·congress,
Federal courts, governments of territories or of the District of Columbia, mediation boards, courts-martial and certain other military, wartime and emergency functions.
·
·.
·
The proposed amendment will also not· affect the operation of the
rule that review is not available "to the extent that * * * statutes
preclude review * * * or * * * agency action is committed to agency
discretion by law." 5 U.S.C. section 701 (a). The case·la:w concerning
these two categories -of review is thus untouched by. the. proposed
amendment. The amendment would applv to bar the assertion of
sovereign immunity and force the court to articu~ate the true rationale
for a decision not to grant relief.
· ·
·

""Foley letter, exhibit B. below..
81 See 1976 Heartn~rs, testimony of Ralph Nader, Public {;ltizen, Inc.
""f!ee1970 Senate Hearings at p. 54.
.
·
""&me Federal eourts of appeals have held that 5 U.S.C. section 70'2 ( 1970) ("A p~rAon
suft'ertng legal wrong beeause of agency action, or ·adver~ely aft'ected. or · ag~rrleved bv
ag~cy action within the meaning -ot a relevant statute, Is entitled to judicial. review
thereof.") constituter:r 11. general waiver of sovereign immunity In actions seek!n~r judicial
review of Federal administrative action. See, e.o., Kino11broo1c Jewish Medical Center v.
Rtcfh.tvdstm, 486 F.2d stm. 6'68 :f2d :etr. 1978) ; Sean-lZ LabM'atorle/1 v. Shaffer, 1424 F.2rl
8.'19. 874 (D.C. ·etr. .U170); JIJstr/UUt v. AltnmB. 296 -F.2d 690 15th Cir. 1961), But ef.
OosTon v. Hickel, 428 F.2d 1046 (5th Clr. 11170). In clear oondtct. howel'er. flve other
rlrcu!ts have held that the APA d:ol!f'l n!lt constitute a waiver of sovereign immunity. Re«
Ourus v. United -States, 226 F.2d 416 (1st Clr. 1.95'15): Littell v. ·Morttm. 44-5 F.2d 1207
14th Clr. 1971): Tmin Cities ('f'Mpr>ewa TribaZ Ooo~l v. Minneaota Ohtptt61l!a Tribe,
l\70 F.2d 529. 532 18th Cir. 1967): State of Wa•hington v. TTdaU. 417 F.2d 1&10 (9th C!r.
1969\ ; Motah v. Uniteil tfl"tatM, 402 F.2d 1 (10th Clr. 1968). The Supreme Court bas
Y<'t to resolre the clrcul t conflict regarding the impact of seetlon 702 ot the APA on the

Effect on the United StateS
Actions challenging official conduct are intrinsically against the
United States and are now treated as such for aU practical purposes.
Thus, for example, the defense of Federal administrative actwn is
conducted by the Department of J ustioo or, in some cases", by a~ncy
counsel. The second new sentence of section 702 allows the plamtift'
to name the United States as a defendant in such actions and permits
the entering of a decree against the United States. ·
. · ·
·
At the request of the Department of· Justice, the Semite amended
the bill to provide "that any mandatory or injunctive decree. shall
specify the Federal officer or officers (by name or title) and their successors in office, personally responsible for compliance." This will assure clear definition of the particular individuals who will be persovereign immunity doctrine. For general diseusslon. see Littell v. .Mottoo. 441) F.2d 1207,
1212 (4th Clr. 1971) : Schlafl•l v. Volpe, 495 F.2d 273, 280-82 (7th Clr. 1974).
On this problem Professor Davis notes that:
"As a matter of history, Congress clearly· did not attend· tile APA to waive sO'ferehm
Immunity.· But judges of federal courts of apwals have such a· strong sense ot. justice
that five. cour_ts of appeals have ·held. that the _ APA constltittes a· waiver of !iove_.relgn
lmmnl!lity. ·.I can lmaldne that .all the judges who have so held are somewhat. uncomfortable
In so h<>lilln~r. but thP!r choice is between treating pllilntuTs unjustly or straining the
historical materials. Congress should relieve our good- judges from such an unnecessaxy
dilemma.
" . . . The ease law as a whole Is somewhat complex and confused. Congress should
Rlmpllfy and clarify It by amending the APA In accordance.wlth the [sovereign Immunity]
proposfll of the Administrative Conference and the American Bar Association." Davis
letter, 1976 Hearings.
·
·
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sonally responsible for compliance with the court decree. The new
sentence would read:
The United States may be named as a defendant in any such
action. and a judgment or decree may be entered against the
United States, provided, that any mandatory or injunctive
decree shall specify the Federal officer or officers (by name or
by title)~ and their successors in office, personally responsible
for compliance.
As has been stated previously in this report, this provision is meant
to eliminate only the doctrine of sovereign immunity as a bar to
naming the United St_ates: It is not .addressed to the issue of proper
parties defendant, whiCh IS treated m the second sentence of section
703 of title 5 as added by this bill.

to the Court of Claims except in suits for less than $10,000. The measure is intended to foreclose specific performance of government contracts. In the terms of the proviso, a statute granting consent to suit,
i.e., the Tucker Act, "impliedly forbids" relief other than the remedy
provided by the Act. Thus, the partial abolition of sovereign immunity
brought about by this bill does not change existing lilnitations on
specific relief, if any, derived from statutes dealing with such matters as government contracts, as well as patent infringement, tort
claims, and tax claims.35
The language of clause (2) of the proviso directs attention to particular statutes and the decisions interpreting them. If a statute "grants
consent to suit" with respect to a particular subject matter, specific
relief may be obtained only if Congress has not intended that provision for relief to be exclusive.
Clause (2) of the provieo does not withdraw specific relief in any
situation in which it is now available. It merely provides that new.
authority to grant specific relief is not conferred when Congress has
dealt in particularity with a clailn and intended a specified remedy
to bethe exclusive remedy. .
·
Clause (2) of the proviso, at the request of the Department of
J ustice,36 has been amended to read as follows:
Nothing herein* * * (2) confers authorityto grant relief
if any other statute that grants consent to suit [for money
damages] e'JJpressl11 or impliedly forbids the relief which is
sought. (Emphasis added.)
This language makes clear that the committee's intent to preclude
other remedies will be followed with respect to all statutes which
(}'rant consent to suit and prescribe particular remedies. The proviso
~ amended also emphasizes that the requisite intent can be implied
as well as expressed.

LAw OrnER THAN SoVEREIGN IMMUNITY UNCHANGED

S. 800 is not intended to affect or change defenses other than sovereign immunity. All other than the law of sovereign immunity remain
unchanged. This intent is made clear by clause ( 1) of the third new
sentence added to section 7'02:
Nothing herein (1) affects other limitations on judicial
review or the power or duty of the court to dismiss any action
or deny relief on any other appropriate legal or equitable
ground.
These grounds include, but are not limited to, the following: (1)
extraordinarv relief should not be granted because of the hardship
to the defendant or to the public ("balancing the equities") or because the plaintiff has an adequate remedy at law; (2) action committed to agency discretion; (3) express or implied preclusion of
judicial review;· (4) standing; (5) ripeness; (6) failure to exhaust
administrative remedies; and (7) an exclusive alternative remedy.
Special doctrines favoring the United States as a litigant, such as
the inapplicability of statutes of limitations to claims ~~erted by ~he
United States, are unaffected. Statutory or rule proviSIOns denymg
authority for injunctive relief (e.g., the Anti-Injunction Act, 26 U.S.C.
section 7421, and 28 U.S.C. section 2201, prohibiting injunctive and
declaratory relief against collection of federal taxes) and other matters (e.g;, Rule 13(d), dealing with counterclaims atsainst ~he United
States) also remain unchanged. It should be noted m part1cular that
5 U.S.C. section 701 (a) is unchanged and remains apphcable.
Other Exclusive Remedies or Statutory Limitations
Likewise, the amendment to 5 U.S.C. section 7'02 is not intended to
permit suit in circumstances where statutes forbid or limit the relief
sought. Clause (2) o~ the third new. sen~ence: adqed to; section 702
contains a second prov1so concerned w1th situatiOns m whiCh Congress
has consented to suit and the remedy. provided is intended to be the
exclusive remedy. For example, in the Court of Claims Act.34 Congress
created a damage remedy for contract claims with jurisdiction liinited

B. JURISDICTIONAL AMOUNT

The amount in controversy requirement in subsection (a) of section
1331 of title 2.8 p~events a~ otherwise c~mpetent United S~~tes qistrict
court from hearmg cer1:am cases seekmg "non-statutory' review of
Federal administrative action. These cases "arise under" the Federal
Constitution or Federal statutes, and the committee believes they
are appropriate matters for the ~xercise of Federal judicial power
regardlf'SS of the monetary amount u_rvolved.
.
The purpose behind the amount-m-controversy regmrement w~~ to
reduce case congestion in the Federal c~mrts by settm~ a fig.ure 'not
so high as to convert the Federal courts mto courts of b1g busm~ss nor
so ]ow as to fritter away their time in the trial of petty controversies." 37
Yet Congress has substn;ntially le~sened the import~nce of the
ammmt-in-controversy reqmrement with respe~t t~ ~ctl?n. 1331. by
passing many statutes that confer Federal question JUriSdiction with""see, e.g.,

de~larlnl!

..

qnnJification for tax-exempt status held to be within and barred by the Act).

,. See Scalin. letter, exhibit C. bel()w.

"'S.
.. February 24, 1855, 10 Stat, 612.

Tbe Anti-Injunction Act. 26 U.S.C. section 7421. pro.b1,bitlnl! suit "for the

purpose of restricting the as~essment or collection of any t!U • •
Of. Bob Jone8 Uni"er8it1J v. Simon, et aZ., 416 U.S. 725 (1974) (action t(l enJOin revocation of letter ruling
Rept. 1830, 85th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 3099, 3101 (1958) •
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out such a requirement. In Lynch v. Household Finance Corp., 405 U.S.
538 ( 1972), the Court noted:
A series of particular statutes grant jurisdiction without
regard to the amount in controversy in virtually all areas that
otherwise would fall under the general Federal question statute. Such special statutes cover: admiralty, maritime, and
• prize cases, 28 U.S.C. section 1333; bankruptcy matters and
proceedings, 28 U.S.C. section 1334; review of orders of the
,Interstate. Commerce Commission, 28 U.S.C. section 1336;
cases arising under any Act of Congress regulating commerce,
.28 U.S.C. section 1337; patent, copyright, and trademark
cases, 28 U.S.C. section 1338; postal matters, 28 U.S.C. section
1339; internal revenue and custom d,uties actions, 28 U.S.C.
section 1340; election disputes, 28 U.S.C. section 1344; cases
in which the United States is a party, 28 U.S.C. sections 1345,
1346, 1347, 1348, 1349, 1358, and 1361; certain tort actions by
aliens, 28 U.S.C. section 1350; actions on bonds executed
under Federal law, 28 U.S.C. section 1352; cases involving
Indian allotments, 28 U.S.C. section 1353; and injuries under
Federal law, 28 U.S.C. section1357.38
·
On the other hand, there are a significant number of situations involving "nonstatutory" review in which a plaintiff must still ground
his action on section 1331 and, therefore, must establish that "the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of $10,000, exclusive of
interest and costs." In some of these cases the jurisdictional amount
a·equirement cannot be met because it is impossible to place a monetary
walue on the right asserted by the plaintiff.39
Jn other cases, the plaintiff's claim that he is entitled to a Federal
grant or benefit such as Federal employment 40 or welfare 41 may be
assigned a monetary value, but the amount in controversy riray be
$10,000 or less.
The resulting denial to litigants of a Federal forum for Federal
claims considered incapable of dollars and cents valuation or too small
in monetary amount and not permitted to be aggregated has been described as "an unfortunate gap in the statutory jurisdiction of the
Federal courts." 42
Section 2 of S. 800 would end the requirement of 28 U.S.C. section
1331 that more than $10,000 be in controversy in order for a Federal
court to have jurisdiction of a Federal question case brought against
the United States, an agency thereof, or an officer or employee thereof
in his official capacity.
Accordingly, no jurisdictional amount requirement would apply
to cases against the Federal Government, a Federal agency, or any

official or employee where the plaintiff alleges that the official or emploJ:ee has acted in his official capacity or under color of law.
. L1~e secti?n 1 of S. 800, however, the partial elimination of sovermgn _nnm.tm~ty, t:~1e grant of subject matter jurisdi-ction without a
reqmred JUrisdiCtiOnal amount would not affect other limitations on
the f:tVailability or scope of judicial ~eview. of Federal questions, includ~ng, fo~· exampl~, lack of standmg, npeness, or exhaustion of
adm1mstrative remedies.
The _factors rele~a.nt to the question wh~ther a Federal court should
~e available to a litigant seekmg protectiOn of a Federal right have
little, if any, correlation with the minimum jurisdietional amount .
Thus, as Assistant Attorney General Scalia in his comment in behalf
of the Justice Department concluded:
. .. the existence of monetary damages in cases involving age~cy action is an erratic factor to begin with, not
necessanly related to either the private or public importance
o~ ~he issue ~nvolved .... the 'amount in controversy' proVISIOI~ of ~ectwn 133~ IS ~en to have a very li~ited and virtually Irrational applicatiOn, at least as applied to judicial
review of administrative action. 43
•
Instead, the important considerations include whether there is need
for a specialized Federal tribunal or whether there are defects in the
state judi?ia~ s.ysten: that might substantially impair consideration
of the plamt1ff·s claim. 44 These factors have special force in cases in
which specific relief is sought against a Federal officer because state
courts generally are powerless to restrain or direct a Federal officer's
action which is taken under color of Federal law. 45 The denial of a
Federal. forum for lack of the jurisdictional amount may therefore
be a demal of any remedy whatsoever. 46 Justice clearly requires elimination of this deficiency.
·
Impact on Federal case load
According to leading authorities, elimination of the amount-incontroversy requirement in Federal question cases, even if it were also
~o be eliminated in strictly private litigation, will have no measurable
Impact on the caseload of the Federal courts. 47 S. 800 as amended
would only eliminate the statutory requirement in suits against th~
United States, its agencies, or officers or employees.
Presently1 the j~risdictional amount ~equirement is applicable,
where aggr1~v~d pr~vate I?erso!ls a~e seekmg nonstatutory review of
Federal ~dm1m~trative actiOns m smts brought against Federal officers
or agencies. Th1s category provides the only significant instances in
43

Scalia letter, exhibit C, below.

"See Wechsler, Federal Jurisdiction and the Revision of the Judicial Code 13 Law and

as 405 U.S. at p, 549.
•• How can one value, for example, an individual's .claim that he is entitled to· remain
free from continuous pollee survelll'ance, Giancana v. Johnson, 335 F.2d 366 (7th Clr. 1964),
cert. denied, '379 U.S. ,100 · (1965), or military service, Oestereich v. Selective Service
System Local Board No. 11, ,393 U.S. 2'33 (1968), or to distribute political leaflets,
Goldsmith v. Sutherland, 426 F.2d 1395 (6th Cir. 1970), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 960
(1970)? See also cases cited in Wright, Mtller and Cooper, 13 Federal Practice and Proce·dure, section 3561 ( 1975).
,
••See e.g,, Fisohler v. McCarthy, 177 F. Supp. 643 (S.D. N.Y. 1954), atr'd on other
grounds, 218 F,'2d 1'64 ( 2d Cir. 1954),
., See, e.g., Randall v. Goldmark, 495 F.2d 356 (1st Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 419 U.S.
;879 (1975).
•• Wol.ff v, fJelective Service Local Board No. 16, 372 F.2d 817, 826 (2d Cir. 1967) .

...

Contemp, Prob, 216, 225-26 (1948).
'
( ~l~)~ Arnold, The Power of State Courts to Enjoin Federal Of/leers, 73 Yale L.J. 1385

1

"'"In .Fo!JJ v. Hillside Realty Corp., 79 F.Supp. 832 (D.-N.Y. 1948), a federal action
a rent increase allowed by federal officials was dismissed for lack of the
JUrisdictional amount. A subsequent suit in state court was unsuccessful because the state
court~ h!'ld that they lacked power to pass on the action of the federal officials, Fo!JJ v.
34 Ht!lstde ,[lealty Corp,, 87 N.Y.S.'2d '3'51 (1949) atr'd., 95 N,Y.S,2d 598, 276 App:Div.
994 (1950). Wright, Mtller and Cooper, 13 Federal Practice and Procedure section 3561
at p, 39'3, n, 2'1.
·
'
'
_ 47 Id,, C. Wright, Law of Federal Courts, p. '107 (2d ed, 19'70) ; 1970 Hearings at pp 53v4, Wright, Mtller and Cooper, 13 Federal Practice and Procedure, section 3561 (1975).
~hallengmg
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which the jurisdictional amount requirement of 28 U.S.C. section 1331
is an effective limitation, either because the right cannot be valued or
it is worth le8s than $10,000 and there is no special statute applicable
without an amount-in-controversy provision. 48 Yet even in this situation, the limitation can be circumvented i:£ the plaintiff brings his
action in the District of Columbia or i£ he can cast his action in the
form of a mandamus proceeding under 28 U.S.C. section 1361, the
Mandamus and Venue Act of 1962.
The resulting situation is hardly a logical or defensible one. In
1962 Con~ress, disturbed by the inability of litigants to obtain mandamus rehef in local courts distributed armmd the country. conferred
such jurisdiction on all district courts without regard to· the amount
in controversy. The more traditional exercise of injunctive or declaratory authority, however, remains subject to the requirement of a
minimum jurisdictional amount whenever no special Federal question
statute is available-except in the District of Columbia. The same
arguments that supported the Mandamus and Venue Act of 1962the expense and inconvenience of forcing litigants from all over the
country to bring their claims to a District of Columbia court-support
the elimination of the remainin~ anachronism in injunction suits
against Federal officers: the jurisdictional amount in controversy.
The number of additional cases that will be brought in Federal
courts if section 1331 is amended to eliminate the jurisdictional
amount requirement is likely to be quite small.. According to Professor 'Wright:
There is no risk that ending the amount in controversv
requirement for federal question cases would open the fedenil
courts to unpredictable numbers of 1mkno,vable kinds of
cases. The terrain is well marked. The cases affected are
those ill which federal action is challenged and in which
state action is challenged on grounds that do not come within
section 1343 ( 3). These are important cases for which a federal forum is especially appropriate.49
Elimina.tion of the amount in controversy is not likely in itsel:f to
increase even the number of suits against Federal officers since some
a very lax interpretation of the requirecourts are already adopf
ment in such cases. 50 But imination of the requisite jurisdictional
amount will eliminate a technical barrier to judicial relief which many
courts are avoiding or circumventing altogether in order to avoid in-

justice. 51 Professor Davis noted in connection with the elimination of
the sovereign immunity defense in equitable actions, "Congress should
relieve our good judges from such an unnecessary dilemma." ~ 2 It
should enact S. 800 and thus eliminate the jurisdictional amountin-controversy requirement ill all Federal question cases where the suit
is against the United States, any agency thereof, or any officer or
employee thereof ill his official capacity.
As with the partial elimination of the sovereign immunity defense,
the partial elimination of the jurisdictional amount requirement in
Federal question cases is likely to result in a more efficient use o£
judicial resources, with courts and counsel no longer having to ~waste
time and energy on the question of amounts in controversy.
Caseloads and efficiency aside, a larger issue remains. For as Professor '\Vright has written:
We do nothing to encourage confidence in our judicial
system or in the ability of persons with substantial grievances to obtain redress through lawful processes when we
close the courthouse door to those who cannot produce $10,000
as a ticket of admission. 53

••The amounts-in-controversy requirement in this category of cases was reaffirmed in
dictum in L1}nch v. Houaehold Finance Gorp. 405 5'38, 547 (1972) ("In suits agalnRt
federal officials for alleged deprivations of constitutional rights It ls necessary to satisfy
the amount-in-controversy requirement for federal jurisdiction"). The significance of this
dl:etum, however, was recently questioned in Earnest, the Jurisdictional Amount In Contro'Versy In Suits to Enforce Federal Rights, 54 Texas L. Rev.; 545, 557 588 (1976).
(Hereafter cited as "Earnest")
'"·1970 Hearings at p. 259. More recently, Professor Wright has described as "rare and
Insignificant" some <Jf the cases to which the amount requirement remains applicable.
Thus, "a municipality cannot be sued under the civil rights provisions of 42 u.s.c.A: section
1983 and 28 U.S.C.A. section 1343(8) and thus a suit against a municipality on the basis of
the Federal Constitution or laws must be brought under 28 U.S.C.A. troction 1331 and more
than 1$10,000 must be in controversy. Galvin v. Oonli8k, 367 F.Snpp. 476 (D. Ill. 1973). It
remains an open question whether a suit challenging a state statute on the ground that it
Is ineunsistent with a Federal statute may be brought without regard to amount In controvers~, under 28 U.S.C.A. section 1343(3). Hagans v. Lavine, '415 U.S. 528, 5'33 n. 5
(1974). Wright, Miller and Cooper, 1'3 Federal Practice and Procedure section 3561
at 11. 392. n. 17 (1975).
'
'
"" See Earnest, Bupra note 49 ; letter from Roger Cramton, May 24, 1976, 1976 Hearings.

.

C. PARTIES DEFENDANT

The size and complexity of the Federal Government, coupled with
the intricate and technical law concerning official capacity and parties
defendant, has given rise to numerous cases in which a plaintiff's claim
has been dismissed because the wrong defendant was named or served.M
Nor is the current practice of naming the head of an agency as defendant always an accurate description of the actual partles involved
in a dispute. Rather, this practice often leads to delay and technical
deficiencies in suits for judicial review. 55
The unsatisfactory state of the law of parties defendant has been
recognized for some time and several attempts have been made by
Congress to cure the deficiencies. 56
Despite these attempts, problems .persist involving parties defendant in actions for judicial review. In the committee's view the ends
n I d. Such avoidance, however, abdleates a court's constitutional and statutorv duties
"to ensure that each case before it falls within the limited jurisdictional power of the
Federal judiciary. Moreover, such evidence adds to the confusion surrounding the requisite.
calling. on the Congress rather jurisdictional amount, especially In the lower courts, and
fosters
and haphazard application of jurisdictional standards." I d. at p. 585. See
also W
er and Cooper, 18 Federal Practice and Procedure. section 8561, at pp.
31}5-96,
n the Congress rather than the \!Ourts to fill in the "unfortunatE' gap in
tlle statu
sdiction of the Federal courts."
"'Davis letter, 1976 Hearings.
•• 1970 Senate Hearings at p. 254.
uSee, e.g., Clegg v. Trea81tr11 Department, et aL-- F. Supp. - - (D. Mass. 1976), 38
Pike and Fisher Ad. L. 2d 229
16, 1976), (action against the Treasury Department
and the Secret Service f
failing to provide Secretary Service IYI"Otectlon to
plaintiff as a presidential
dismissed for lack of jurisdiction based in p-art on
misjoinder and failure to name the correct parties defendant).
""See statement of Francis M. Gregory, Jr., vice chairman, Committee on Judictalltevlew,
Section of Administrative Law, American Bar Association, 1976 Hearings.
•• First, ·Congress in 1962 amended section 1391 (e) of Title 28 in order to allow broad~
ened venue and extra-territorial ser'Vice of process In suits against Federal officers and thus
to circumvent the formerly troublesome requirement that superior officers be joined as parties defendant. Second, Rule 25(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure was amended In
1961 to provide for the automatic substitution of successor!!' In office. That rule also stnteR
that "any misnomer not afl'ecting the 8Ubstant!al rights of the parties shall be disregarded"
and that the officer may be "described as a party by his official title rather than hy name.''
Thtrd, Rule 15(c) of the Federal Rules was amended In 1966 to deal with the plalntil'l"s
failure to name any appropriate oftleer or agency as defendant.
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of ju~tice are not served when government attorneys advance highly
techmcal rules in order to prevent a determination on the merits of
what may be just claims.
'When an instrumentality of the United States is the real defendant,
the plaintiff should have the option of naming as defendant the United
States, the agency by its official title, appropriate officers, or any combination of them. The outcome of the case should not turn on the
plaintiff's choice. S. 800 accomplishes this objective by including a
new sentence between the first and last sentences of section 703 of title
5 to provide the plaintiff with this option in judicial review actions,
providing no special statutory review proceeding is applicable. The
new sentence would read:
"If no special statutory review proceeding is applicable the
action for judicial review may be brought against the United
States, the agency by its official title, or the appropriate
officer."
The first clause of this sentence is intended to preserve specific provisions regarding the naming of parties which have been or may in
the future be established by Congress. Such provisions may be part
of a fully developed review .procedure .or may be provisions which are
more narrowly directed only to the required naming of the particular
defendant where such requirement has intended consequences such as
the restriction of venue or service of process. The example previously
cited in this report is 16 U.S. C. 831c (b), a statutory provision which
provides that litigation involving actions of the Tennessee Valley Authority be brought against that agency only in its own name. National
Resouraes Oounail v. Tennessee Valley .Authority, 459 F.2d 255 (2d
Cir. 1972}.
Joinder of Third Persons
A related prdblem concerns joinder of third persons as parties defendant. \Vhen section 1391 (e) of title 28, which governs venue of
actions against Federal officers and agencies, was enacted in 1962, its
broadened venue and e:\.·tra-territorial service of process were limited
to judicial review actions "in which each defendant is an officer or em"
ployee of the United States or an agency thereof." (emphasis added.)
This language can be interpreted to prevent a plaintiff from joining
non-Federal third persons as defendants in actions under section
1391(e). For example, in Chase Savings & Loan Association v. Federal Home Loan Bank Board, 269 F. Supp. 965 (E.D. Pa. 1967), the
court dismissed an action which had joined the Federal board and a
local bank on the ground of improper venue. The court in Town of
East Haven v. Eastern Airlines, 282 F. Supp. 507 (D. Conn. 1968),
also dismissed an action on the same grounds but not before criticizing
the requirements of section 1391 (e).
More recent cases, cognizant of the awkwardness and inconvenience
of the section, have held to the contrary. In Green v. Laird, 357 F.
Supp. 227 (N.D. Ill. 1973), for example, the court held that an interpretation of section 1391(e) which excludes non-Federal defendants
is inconsistent with the congr{lssional intent. 5 7

There is .no functional justification for this limitation on joinder.
It prevents relief in some situations in which the Federal
courts can make a special contribution. 58
~ec~ion 3 of S. 800 amends 1391 (e) of title 28 to make it clear that a
plai~lh/f may ~se the section's provisions for broad venue and extraterntonal serviCe of process against Government defendants despite
the presence in the action of a non~ Federal defendant.
'
The amendment substitutes the word "a" for the word "each " and
adds a new sentence permitting joinder of non-Federal defe~dants
who can be served ~n a?cordance wi~h_normal rules governing service of
~rocess. Otl~er obJec~wn_s to such JOmder, stemming from the discretion vested m the tnal JUdge under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to control the dimensions of the law suit and to protect
particular parties, would be unaffected.
The Department of Justice objected that section 3 as introduced
"would perm_it any y~a~ntiff to obtain venue against ~ny private de~
fendant by Simply JOmmg as a party to the action a Federal official
over ~v~om venue maJ:" be obtain~d u_nder 28 U.S.C. se<;tion 1391 (e)." 59
To avo~d any hardship or unfair disadvantage to pnvate defendants
that might result fr?m subjecting them to plaintiff's broadened choice
of v~nne under sectiOn 13_Dl (e) as amended, the Senate amended the
pertment sentence of sectwn 3 of S. 800 to read as follows :
4ddi~ional persons ~ay be joined as parties to any such
action m accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and with such other venue requirements as would be
applicable if the United States or one of its officers employees
or agenaies were not a party. (emphasis added.) '
In effect, this will mean that a private defendant can only be sued in
a venue where he could have been sued if the Government had not been
a party. As a p::actica) :n:-atter, it.wi~l usually mean that the plaintiff
Will }mve to Ormg SUlt ll1 the distnct where the defendant resides
rather than in his own district.

MISee also Macias v. Finch, 324 F.Supp. 125'2, 1'254-55 (N.D. Cal. 1970) : People of
Saipan v. Dept. of the Interior, 356 F.Supp. 645, 651 (D. Hawaii (1973), modified on
other grounds, 502 F.2d 90 (9th Cir. 1974).

..

~Moreover,

CONCLUSION

. ~he subjects of this bill are long overdue for reform. S. 800 contains
lnmted, :g10~est, and ::e!lsonable reforms in a carefully drafted bill.
It~ prmmpal provisiOn,_ the partial elimination of sovereign immumty as a _defense to actwns for equitable relief, has the support of
the most emme:r~t.scholars and practitioners of administrative law, as
well as the .Tudicial Conference of the United States and the Department of Justice.
·
The par~ial. e~imina~ion of sovereign immunity will facilitate nonstatutory JUdiCial review of Federal administrative action without
''"."In many public land controversies, for example, three parties are Involved-the
offic1al, a successful applicant, and an unsuccessful one. Etl'ective relief cannot be obtained
in an action In which the United States or Its officer Is not involved ; but If the Government is named as defendant, 1391(e) prevents the joinder of the other private person as a
defendant, and that person cannot be joined as a plalntltl' because his Interest is adverse to
that of the plalntltl'. Another common type of situation In which the limitation is
troublesome is that In which the specific relief Is sought against Federal and state officers
who are cooperating In a regulatory or enforcement program
"'There are no sound reasons why the general principle· that control party joinder In
Federal courts should not be applicable in these situations." Statement of Roger Cranton
1970 Senate Hearings at p. 39.
'
59 Scalia lettPr, exhlbl t C, below.
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affecting the existing pattern of statutory remedies, without disturbing the established law of judicial review, without exposing the Government to new liability for money damages, and without U:tJSetting
congressional judgments that a particular remedy in a given Situation
should be the exclusive remedy.
Like sovereign immunity, other anachronisms in the law of judicial
review such as the jurisdi.ctional amount in controversy and the naming and joinder of parties defendant have outlived their usefulness,
continue to cause confusion and injustice, and are overdue for elimination or reform.
The adoption of S. 800, therefore, will make a substantial contribution to both administrative justice and judicial efficiency by promoting
rationality in a complex and intricate field of Federal law. By removing artificial and outmoded barriers to judicial review of official action,
S. 800 will also help restore public confidence in the responsiveness
and accountability of the Federal Government.
For these reasons, the committee recommends that t.he bill be
considered favorably.

form of legal action, including actions for declaratory judgments or
writs of prohibitory or mandatory injunction or habeas corpus, in a
court of competent jurisdiction. If no special statutory review proceding is applicable, the action for judicial review nwy be brought
against the United States, the agency by it~ official title, or the apr:oprlate officer. Except to the extent that pr10r, adequate, and exclusl'~e
opportunity f?~ judic~al r:evi~w. is pro_v1~ed by law, !lgency a~ti~n. IS
subject to judicial review m civil or cr1mmal proceedmgs for ]Udtcial
enforcement.
28
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CHANGES IN ExiSTING LAw 1\IAnE BY THE

BILL,

AS REPORTED

In compliance with clause 3 of rule XIII of the Rules of the House
of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the bill, as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed in black brackets, new matter is printed in italic, existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman):
§ 702. Right of review
A person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action, within the meaning of
a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof. An action in
a court of the United Sta;tes seeking relief other than money damages
and stattng a claim that an agency or an officer 01' employee thereof
acted or failed to aet in an official eapacity or under color of legril
authority shall not be dismissed nor relief therein be denied on the
grownd that it is against the United States or that the United States is
an indispensable party. The United StaJ;es may be named as a defendant in any sU<Jh action, and a }udg'l'!Wnt or deeree may be entered
again8t the United States, provided, tlutt any nwndatory or injunctive
deeree shrill specify the Federal officer or officers (by_na.'l'!W or by title),
and their successors in office, persO'IUllly responsible for compliance.
Nothing herein (1) affects other limita;tions on judicialrevie~v or the
power or d~dy of the court to dismiss any action or deny relief or any
other approprir;te legril m• equitable gr01.mds; or (2) eonfer8 authority
to (lrant relief 1j any other statute that grants consent to suit ewpressly
or impliedly forbids the relief which is sought.
5

u.s.c.

u.s.c.

§ 1331. Federal questions
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil
actions wherein the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of
$10~000, exclusive of interest and costs, and arises under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United States[.] eweept tlutt no &uch sum
or 1Jalue shall be required in any such action brought against the
United States, any agency thereof, or any office't' or employee thereof
in ltis official capacity. ·
(b) Except when express provision therefor is otherwise made in
a statute of the United States, where the plaintiff is finally adjudged
to be entitled to recover less than the sum or value of $10,000, computed without reo-ard to any setoff or counterclaim to which the defendant may be adjudged to be entitled, and exclusive of interests and
costs, the district court may deny costs to the plaintiff and, in addition,
may impose costs on the plaintiff.
28 U.S.C. 1391(e)
(e) A civil action in which [each] a defendant is an officer or employee of the United States or any agency thereof acting in his official
capacity or under color of legal authority, or an as-ency of the United
States, or the United States, may, except as otherwise provided by law,
be brought in any judicial district in which[:] (1) a defendant in
the action resides, or (2) the cause of action arose, or (3) any real
property involved in the action is situated, or ( 4) the plaintiff resides
If no real property is involved in the action. Additionril persons may
be joined as pa'l'ties to any such action in accordance with the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedtwe a1Ul with such other venue require'l'!Wnts as
W(YuU be applicable if the United States or one of its officers,
employees or agencies we'f'e not a party.
STATEMENTS UNDER CLAUSE 2(1) (2) (B),
CLAusE 2(1) (4) OF RuLE XI AND CLAUSE
OF THE HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CO~il\:IITTEE

CLAUSE

2(1} (3)

AND

7(a)(1)

OF RULE

XIII

·

VOTE

7'03

§ 703. Form and venue of proceeding
The form of proceeding for judicial review is the special statutory
review proceeding relevant to the subject matter in a court specified
by statute or, in the absence or inadequacy thereof, any applicable

..

(Rule XI 2(1)(2)(B))
On September 21, 197'6, the Full Committee on the Judiciary
approved the blll S. 800 by a record vote of 26 a~es and one no.
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COST

The bill S. 800 is procedural in nature and clarifies the jurisdiction
of ~ederal ~~urts. The lim!te~ expansion of. jurisdiction should not
reqmre additional appropnahon of funds to either the judiciary or
the agencies.
·

EXHIBITS

OVERSIGHT STATEMENT

(Rule XI 2(1) (3) (A))
The Subcommittee on Admi~istrative Law and Governmental Relati.o!ls of.this· committee exer?i~es th~ committee's oversight responsibility !'Vlth reference to admrmstrahve law and procedure in acqordance With Rule VI (1?) of t_he Rules ~?f t~e Committee on the Judiciary.
The fav~rable eons1deratro?- of tlus lnll !Vas recommended by that
subcommittee and the committee has determmed that legislation should
be enacted as set forth in this bill.
BUDGET STATEMENT

(Rule XI 2(1)(3) (B))
As has been indicated in the committee statement as to cost made
pursuant to Rule XIII(7) (a) (1), the bill merely provides for
amendments to procedural provisions in titles 5 and 28 of the U.S.
Code rela!ing to judicial review of administrative action. The bill
does not mvolve new budget authority nor does it require new or
increased tax expenditures as· contemplated by Clause 2(1) (3) (B)
of Rule XI.
ESTilliATE OF THE CONGRESSIONAl, BUDGET OFFICE

(Rule XI 2(1)(3) (C))
No estimate or comparison was received from the Director of the
Congressional Budget Office.
OVERSIGHT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENnATIO::-TS OF THE OOMMITTEE ON
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

EXHIBIT A
RECOl\'IMENnATIONS oF TirE AD:;}IINISTUATIVE CoNFERENCE oF THE
UNITED 'STATES
.
REcOMl\fiTNnATION No. 68-7-ELunNATION OF JIIRISDIC'l-i:ONAL
AMOUNT REQUffiEl\iENT IN J UDICHL REVIEW

Title 28 of the United States Code should be amended to eliminate
any requirement of a minimum jurisdiction amount before United
States district courts may exercise original jurisdiction over any action
in which the plaintiff alleges that he has been injured or threatened
with injury by an officer or employee of the United States or uny
agency thereof, acting under color of Federal law. This amendment is
not to affect other limitations on the availability or scope of judicial
·
review of Federal administrative action.
(Adopted December 10-11, 1968)
REcOl\IMENDATION

No. 69-1-STATUTORY RF.FOR:.\1 OF 'I'HE SovEnEIG::>r
IMMUNITY DocTRINE

The technical legal defense of sovereign immunity, which the Government may still use in some instances to block suits against it by its
citizens regardless of the merit of their claims, has become in .large
measure unacceptable. :M:any years ago the United States bv statute
accepted legal responsibility for contractual liability and foi· various
types of misconduct by its employees. The "doctrine of sovereign immUllity" should be similarly lnnited where it blocks the right of citizens to challenge in courts the legality ·of . acts of governmental
administrators. To this end the Administrative Procedure Act should
be amended.
·
·

(Rule XI 2(1) (3} (D))

RECOMMENDATION

No findings or recommendations of the Committee on Government
Operations were received as referred toin subdivision (D) of cla~se
2(1) (3) of House Rule XI.

1. Section.792 of 'Fitle 5, United States Oode (formerly section lOfa)
of the AdJ:lmistratrve Procedure A~t), should be amended by addmg
the followmg at the end of the section :
· '
· · An action in a. court of the United States seeking relief other
than money damages and stating a claim that an agency or an
officer or employee thereof acted or fa11ed to .act in an official capacity or under color of legal authority shall not be dismissed nor
relief therein denied on the ground that it is against the United
Sta~ or that the United States is an indispensable party. The
Umted States may be named as a defendant in any such action,
and' a judgment or decree may be. entered against the United

INFL.:\TIONARY IMPACT

(Rule XI 2(1)(3))
In <'ompliance with clause 2 (1) ( 4) of House Rule XI it j$ stated
that ~his legislation will have no inflationary impact on prices and
costs m the operation of the national economy.
·
·

(23)

•
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States. Nothing herein (1) affects other limitations on judicial
review O! the power or duty of th~ court to dismis~ any notion or
deny relief on any other appropnate legal or eqmtable ground;
or (2) confers authority to grant relief if any other statute that
grants consent to suit expressly or impliedly forbids the relief
which is sought.
2. Section 703 of Title 5, United States Code (formerly section
10(h) of the Administrative Procedure Act), should be amended by
adding the following sentence after the first full sentence :
If no special statutory review proceeding is applicable, the
action for judicial review may he brought against the United
States, the agency by its official title, or the appropriate officer.

(Adopted October 21-22, 1969)
RECOM:&IENDATION No. 70-1-PARTIEs DEFENDANT
The size and complexity of the Federal Government, coupled with
the intricate and technical law concerning official capacity and J?arties
defendant, have given rise to innumerable cases in which a plamtiff's
c!aim has been dismissed because the United States or one of its agenCies or officers lacked capacity to he sued, was improperly identified,
or could not be joined as a defendant. The ends of justice are not
se:ve~ when dismis~l on these technical grounds prevents a determmatwn on the ments of what may be just claims. Three attempts to
cure the ~eficiencies of the law of parties defendant have achieved
only .P~rtial success and further changes are required to eliminate
~emammg technicalities concerning the identification, naming, capacIty, ~n,d joi~der o~ parties defendant in actions challenging federal
admmistratlve acbon.
RECOMMENDATION
1. The. Fe~eral Rules. of Civil Procedure contain liberal provisions
for ~ubsbtutwn of parties ~nd for amendment of pleadings and correctiOn of defects as to parties defendant. The Department of Justice
shoul~ instruct its lawyers and United States Attorneys to call the
attention .of the court to these provisions in cases involving technical
~efec~s with respect to the naming of parties defendant in any situation m which the plaintiff's complaint provides fair notice of the
nature of the claim and the summons and complaint were properly
served on a U':lited States Attorney, the Attorney General, or an officer
or agency which .would have been a proper party if named. The Department of J usbce should be responsible for determininl!' who within
our complex federal e~t~b)is~me!lt is re~ponsible f~r the alleged wrong
and. should take the m~tmtr':e m seekmg correctiOn of pleadings or
ad~mg o~ proper parties. Smc~ the Department of Justice has acqmesced m the substance of this recommendation, it would also be
appropriate for the Department of Justice and the Administrative
Conference of the United States to seek an amendment o:f the Federal
Rules or Civil Procedure to provide that the Attorney General shall
have the responsibility to correct such deficiencies.
2. Congress should enact legislation:
(a) Amending section 703 of title 5 to allow the plaintiff to
name,_ as defendant in judicial review proceedings the United
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States, the agency by its official title, the appropriate officer, or
any combination of them.
. (b) Amending section 1391 (e) of title 28 to include within
Its coverage actions challenging :federal administrative action in
which the United States is named as a, party defendant, without
affecting special venue provisions which govern other types of
actions against the United Sta,tes.
( c} .Amending ~ection 1391 (e) of title 28 to allow a :plaintiff
to ubhze that sectwn's broadened venue and evtraterritonal service of process in actions in which nonfederal defendants who can
be served in accordance with the normal rules governing service
of process are joined with :federal defendants. ·

(Adopted June 2-3, 1970)

EXHIBIT B
AoMINISTR.-\TIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES CoURTs,

Washington, D.O., November 3,1070.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

Committee on the Judiciary,
U.S. Senate, W aihington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: This is in :further reference to your letter
of May 1,1970, to the Chief Justice requesting the views of the Judicial
Conference on S. 3568,* relating to judicial review of administrative
action and containing sections relating to venue and parties defendant.
The Judicial Conference of the United States met on October 29 and
30, 1970, and voted its a,pproval in principle of S. 3568 and specifically
endorsed Section 2 of the bill relating to the jurisdictional amount
requirement and Section 3 providing for suit in the same judicial districts in which the federal official or agency may be sued.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM E. FoLEY,

Depuly Director.

EXHIBIT C
DEPARTMENT OF .JUSTlCE,

Washington, D.O., May 10,1976.
Hon. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,

Ohairman, Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CriAIRMAN: This is in response to your request at my testimony before your Subcommittee on April 28, 1976 that I submit the
written views of the Department of Justice on S. 800, a bill "[t]o
amend chapter 7, title 5, United States Code, with respect to procedure
for judicial review of certain administrative agency action, and for
other purposes."
SECTION 1-SOVEREIGN IMMUNITY
Section 1 of S. 800 would amend 5 U.S.C. 702 to elimina.te the defense of sovereign immunity o:fthe United States in actions in United
States courts seeking relief other than money damages. The Department has in the past opposed such a change.
*Reintroduced on Feb. 22, 1975 ns S. 800. See 121 Cong. Rec. 2416 (daily ed.).
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.. In light ofthe tenacious and well reasoned support of this proposal
by such knowledgeable and responsible organizations as the Ad.ministrative. Conference of the United States and the American Bar Association, we have reconsidered that opp.osition, and are now prepa.red to
endorse the concept in principle, and to support the text of S. 800, with
two small but important changes and a number of caveats concerning
its proper interpretation. The arguments· in favor of this aspect of
S. 800 have been described in testimony presented by others before
your Subcommittee. Foremost among thein, in my view, is the failure
of the criteria for sovereign immunity, a.S they have been expressed in
.~. !?~ 31lJ1. b~~ild~r~n~ s~rit::s of Supr,e!fle. Cpurt decisions, to ~ar any
necessary relahonsh1p to the rea.l factors which should determme when
the Government requires special protection which ordinary litigants
would not be accorded.
·
The main argument against S. 800 is one that can be made against
most statutes which seek to make a change in encrusted principles of
the common law: the difficulty of obtaimng complete assurance that
no untoward result will be produced. The Department of Justice has
been u~able to identify any, assuming that the modifications and interpretatiOns proposed in this letter are aceepted. We are sure, however, that the Committee will give careful consideration to the submissions ()f p~her agencies on this point with respect to their particular
areas of activity.
.
.·.
,· ·
It should also be pointed out that the status quo itself is not without
uncert:tinty. No <?ne can read the significant Supreme Court cases on
sovereign 1mmumty, from United State8 v.Lee, 106 U.S. 196 (1882)
to 1l/dlmw v.Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962), Dugan v, Romk, 372 U.S.
6~9 (1963) and Hawaii v. Gordon, 373 U.S. 57 (1963) (per curiam),
w1thout concluding that the field is a mass of confusion; and if he
.,.·entures beyond that to att-empt some reconciliation of the courts of
appeals decisions, he will find confusion compounded. Accepting the
elimination of the doctrine of sovereign immunity is not, then, a case
of exchanging the certain for the uncertain, or the known for the
unknown.
Indeed, if the present bill is properly understood and properly applied by the courts, it is likely to produce a more stable and predictable
system of immunity from suit. than the present doctrine of sovereign
immunity can ever attain-because it will be a system directly and
honestly based upon relevant governmental factors rather than upon
a medieval concept whose real vitality is long since gone and which
we have tried vainly to convert to rational modern use. It is not the
intent of the Department nor, as I understand it, the intent of the
drafters of this bill, that all of the cases which have heretofore been
disposed of on the basis of sovereign immunity would in the future
be entertained and adjudicated by the courts. To the contrary, one of
the very premises of the proposal is the fact that many (indeed, I
wonld say most) of the cases disposed of on the basis of sovereign
immunity could have bp_,en decided the same· way on other legal
f!roun:ds, such as: lack of standing; lack of ripeness; availability of an
alternative remedv in another court; express or implied statutory
preclusion O'f iudicial review; commission of. the matter. by law to
agency discretion; privileged nature of the defendant's con.duct; fail-

ure to exhaust administrative remedies; discretionary power to refu~e
equitable relief; 1 and the "political question" doctrine. 2 As stated m
the Administrative Conference Report:
The essential and. sound policy unde~ly!ng. so':er~ign i:n~
munity-that courts should not engage m md1scr1mmate m·
terference with governmental programs--is not aban_done.d .
merely because an art.?Jicial. an.d . outmode~. doctrme 1s
abolished. The same bas1c P.o.hcy .1s mherent .m ~~e bod:y of
law that governs the availab1hty and scope of ]UdiC1alrev1ew.
The doctrine of sovereign immunity is unnecessary ~o p~event
cpurts from .(a.) entering fields which the Consti~utwn. Ol'
Congress has deegated to the executive, and (b) .d1splacmg
executive or administrative.judgment. (1 AOVS Report8 at
~25.. )
.
In addition to the common law dootrines which afford certain gov. ernmental processes needed protection, it is also an important factor
in our support for the bill that thewaiver of immumty, since it is
made 'Via § 702, will Dnly applpy to claims relating to improper official
action; and will be subject to the other limitations of the Administrative Procedure Act, including that which renders review unavailable
"t() the extent that-(1) statutes preclude judicial review, or, (2)
agency action is committed to agency discretion by law." 5 U.S.C.
§ 701 (a). They also include the requirement that "the form of proceeding for judicial review is the special statutory review proceeding relevant to the
·ect matter," where such a proceeding exists and is not
inadequn.te. 5 S.C. § 703. These features were considered of great importance by the Administrative Conference Committee which originally dtafted this legislative proposal, and they ·are. important elements of the Department's support for the bill.
·
·
In one respect, the proposed § 702 differs from the version recommended by the Administrative Conference, and we believe the c
is undesirable .. Clause (2) of the last sentence, as proposed by
Administrative Conference, would have provided that nothing in
the legislation confers authority to grant relief "if any other statute
that grants consent to suit expressly or impliedly forbids the relief
which is sought." This has been changed to read: "if any other statute
~ranting consent to suit for m.oney damages forbids the relief which
is sought." (emphasis added). The underseored phrase and the elimination of the phrase "expressly or impliedly" could be interpreted to
limit the disclaimer in such a fashion as to raise serious questions concerning the scope of the new reviewability which would be created.
'Ve see no reason why a congressional intent to preclude other remedies
should be honored only with respect to statutes for money damages,
and otherwise ignored. Nor do we believe it should be left in any doubt
that the requisite intent need not be express (which, in a prior system
which assumed the existence of sovereign immunity, would be extremely rare) but can be found from all the circumstances normally
available to assess legislative will. Because existing statutes have been

•

• See the eases on each of these points clted in the Report of the Commission on Judlclal
Review ()f the Administrative Conference of the United StHtes, 11 RecommenJlat,ons and
Report!! of. 1i1te A.dmimstrative Oonterence (hereinafter "ACUS Rel)orts") 191, 222-23.
• See, e.g.,(]. & 8. A>r Lines v. Waterman Oorp., 383 U.S. 103 (1948) .
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enacted agains~ the ba~kdrop of sovereign immunity, this will probab~y mean that m !llost.If not all ca~s where .statut9ry remedies already
exist, these remedies will be exclusive; that Is no distortion· but simply
~n acc:u·at{,l reflection of the legislative intent in these particular areas
m w]nch the Congress has focused on the issue of relief. It would be
unwH;Je to ups~t these spe_cific. determi~ati?n.s by a general provision
of th.Is ~?Qrt, without considermg them mdiVIdually, or even knowing
precisely what they are. In the many areas where Congress has not
ac~ed, ,howev~r, and wh~n !ts action is not addressed to the type of
gnevance whiCh the plai~tJ:ff seeks to assert, suit would be allowed.
The Department of Justice strongly urges that the Administrative
Co_nference:s original and well considered recommendation on this
pomt be. remstated.
Our second disagreement with the text of section 1 of the bill relates
to th~ next t? the last sentence of the revised § 702, which provides
tha.t the Um!Rd States may be named as a defendant in any such
action, and .a Judgment or decree may be entered against the United
States." Th1s was part of the original Administrative Conference proposa). Its purpose was to eliminate the "technicalities of the law of
part;-1es defend!lnt" and to assure the "binding effect of judgments"
agamstthe Umted States: (See 1 AOf!S f!eports 220-22.)
1V~ p.av~ no quar~l with these obJectives, nor with the text of the
provision msofa~ ~s It provides for the initial naming of the United
States..The provision for the. el!teri:ng of a ju.dgment or decree against
the Umted States, however, IS madv1sable without some modification.
I~ order to assure that the binding effect of a judgment will not lapse
With th~ departure of the Federal officer who happens to have been
named; 1t seems to us unnecessary to leave to the Justice DeJ?artment?r J?erhaps to the Government as.a.v:rhole--the task of deciding what
mdividual has perso!lal responsibihty (presumably under pain of
contempt) for compliance With a court's mandatory decree. Leavinothe matter.thus unspecified is either unfair to the individual who may
be responsible or else destructive of the enforceability of the decree.
"\Ve suggest that all the values so~ght to be achieved by this provision
can be preserv!'ld, and. the foregomg difficulty eliminated, by adding
to the sentence 111 questwn the following proviso:
prov,ided, that any mandatory or injunctive decree shall
specify ~he Federal off!cer or officers (by name or by title),
and t~e1r succPssors In office, personally responsible for
compha11ce.
In conne~t~on with this provision, I may also note our understandinothat the ab1hty to name the United States in the initial pleading do~
not alter t~e degree of specificity with which the plaintiff must plead
and .establish his case. Fo~ example, where the plaintiff knows that
particular officers of a part~Icular agency caused the wrong alleged, he
can_not merely plea~ th~t 1t was caused by unspecified officers of the
U mted. States, leavmg It to the Department of ,Justice to circularize
the eJ?-tire Government ~n order to r~spond to the complaint. Such a
pleadmg would be subJect to a motiOn for more definite statement
under Rule 12 (e) of the Federal Rules of Civil PrOcedure
With the revisions suggested above, the Department supports enactment of section 1 of S. 800.

SECTIOX 2-AMOUNT IN CONTROVERSY

Section 2 of S. 800 would amend 28 U.S.C. section 1331 to eliminate
the requirement that there be at least $10,000 in controversy, and thus
}Jrovide federal court jurisdiction over all civil cases raising "federal
questions" regardless of the monetary amount involved.
The Department of Justice has in the past supported removal of
the "amount in controversy" requirement in cases alleging unconstitutional action by federal agents. The Administrative Conference of the
United States has recommended the somewhat broader approach of
eliminating the requirement with respect to cases in which the plaintiff alleges that he has been injured or threatened with injury by an
officer or employee of the United States, or an agency thereof, "acting
under color of Federal law." Conference Recommendation 68-7. Virtually all of the additional ground covered by the Conference proposal would be encompas..~ by existing law if section 10 of the APA,
.5 u.s.a. §§ 701-03, were established to be an independent grant
of jurisdiction. ThiS" is presently the law of the District of Columbia
Circuit, Pickus v. United States Board of Parole, 507 F. 2d 1107 (D.C.
Cir. 1974), though it is not universal1y accepted. Moreover, the JUrisdictional amount requirement can be avoided if suit can be cast in the
form of an action "in the nature of mandamus," so as to qualify under
the Mandamus and Venue Act of 1962, 28 U.S.C. § 1361. See Report of the Committee on Judicial Review. of the Administrative
Conference, 1 AOUS Reports110, 176-77. When these means of avoiding the requirement are added to the fact that the existence of monetary damage in cases involving agency action is an erratic factor to
begin with, not necessarily related to either the private or public importance of the issue involved, the "amount in controversy" yrovision
of ~ 1331 is seen to have a very limited and virtually Irrational
application, at least as applied to judicial review of administrative
action. The Department therefore supports the Administrative Conference recommendation.
.
The amendment contained inS. 800, howeYer, would go beyond the
Conference proposal, and would remove the "amount in controversy"
requirement not merely in suits for review of federal agency action
but in all federal question cases. We do not know the volume and the
character of cases which this further extension would add to :federal
court dockets. The Administrative Conference Committee report of
course did not address the point, and we know o:f no other study which
does. It is conceivable that the small volume of such cases, or their
relatively high importance, renders the extension unobjectionable. If
the Subcommittee has reliable information on the point, we wiU be
pleased to examine it and provide our further views. Absent such data
however, we think it advisable to .adhere to the carefully considered
Administrative Conference recommendation, which would limit sectio~ 2 to the important category of suits seeking reYiew of agency
actiOn.
SECTION 3-VENUE

S~~tion 3 of S. 800 ,~·o.uld amend .28 .u.s.9. § 1391(e) to permit
adcht10nal persons to be JOmed as part1es m actions against the United

30
States, its auencies officers or employees, "without regard to other
venue requi~ment~." Presently, 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e), which grants
venue not merely in the defendant's district but in the plaintiff's
district, whether the cause of action arose or \vhere .real property
which it involves is situated~ applies to a civil action in which "each
defendant" is an officer or employee of the United States or any
agency thereof. The amendment proposed would make the presence
of a single federal defendant sufficient.
·
.
While the question lnust be regarded as still open, the limitation on
joinder set forth in§ 1391(e) has be.en held by some courts to apply
only to those indivi~uals a~ .to whom that section its~l~ is the sole
basis :Of venue. That Is, additiOnal defendants may be JOmed so long
as an independent basis of venue with respect to them exists. See
National Resources Defense 0 ouncil, Inc. v. Tennessee Valley Authority, 459 F. 2d 255, 257 n. 3 (2d Cir. 1972), If the effect of the present
proposal were merely to codify this interpretation of § 1391 (e), th~
Department would support it. However, the amendment as written
goes much further. It would permit any plaintiff to obtain venue
against any private defendant by simply joining as a party to the
action a federal official over whom venue may be obtained under
28 U.S.C. § 1391(e). The Department sees no reason why the facilitation of suits against the Government should lead to the imposition
of hardships against non-Government defendants which the ordinary
venue rules are designed to a void. See 1'own of East Haven v. Eastern
Airlines, 282. F. Supp. 507, 510-11 (D. Conn. 1968). We may notP~
incidentally, that the portion of the Administrative Conference Committee report which was the origin of this proposal did not addres.o;;
the point we have here raised, and indeed in all except its last sentence
discussed the problem as though the only issue were/ermitting the
joinder of. persons· as to whom independent grounds o venue existed.
See 1 A OUS Reports 431.,..32. - · . .
The Department's objection would be met if the final phrase of section 3, "without regard to other venue requirements," were replaced
by: "and with such other venue requirements as would be applicable
if the United States or one of its officers, employees or agencies were
not a party."
For the reasons stated above, the Department of Justice recom-·
mends enactment of this legisla~ion with the suggested amendments.
The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is
no objec~io,n to ~he submission of this report from the standpoint of
the Administration's program.
·
Sincerely,
·

·

ANTONIN ScALIA,

. Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel.
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The Committee on the Judiciary, to which was referred the bill
S. 800, to amend chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code, with respect
to procedure :for judicial review of certain administrative agency
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(II)

The committee has amended the bill, as follows:
On page 2, line 8, strike the period and insert a comma and the
following:
"provided, the any mandatory or injunctive decree shall
specify the Federal officer or officers (by name or by title),
and their successors in office, personally responsible for com- ·
pliance."
On page 2, delete line 12 and insert in lieu thereo.f the following :
"other statute that grants consent to suit expressly or impliedly".
On page 2, line 22, delete the word "of" and insert in lieu thereof
the word "or".
On page 3, strike lines 4 through 13, and the caption appearing
between lines 13 and 14, and add in lieu thereof the following:
Sec. 2. Section 1331 (a) of title 28, United States Code, is .
amended by striking the final period and inserting a comma
and adding thereafter the following:
"except that no such sum or value shall be required in any
such action brought against the United States, any agency
thereof, or any officer or employee thereof in his official
capacity.".
.
(1)

2

3

On page 4, delete line 5 and inse1t in lieu thereof the following:
"cedures and with such other venue requirements as would
be applicable if the United States or one of its officers, employees, or agencies were not a party."
These amendments, which are consis~ent with re?ommend~tions. of
the Department of Justice, are explamed below lll the DISCUSSIOn
section of this report.
PURPOSE AND SuMMARY
The purpose o:f S. ~00 is to r:eJ?OV~ three te9hnical. barriers to consideration on the ments of a c1t1zen s complamt agamst the Federal
Government, its agencies or employees.
. .
. .
First S. 800 would eliminate the defense of sovereign 1mmu:r:1ty m
Federal' court actions for specific relief claiming unlawful action by
a Federal agency, officer, or employee.
Second, S. 800 would eliminate ~he required minimum $10,000
jurisdictional amount-~n-C_?fl:troversy 1n ~ nl!'rrow category of Federal
question cases brought m U mted Strutes ~1strwt co.urts.
.
Finally, S. 800 would remedy cer~am techmc::l proble:ns m the
law concerning the naming of the pmted State~, 1ts agenmes, or.et;nployees as parties defendant in actwns challengmg Federal admrmstrative action.
.
~ .
Section 1 would amend section 702 of title 5, Umted States Code,
to eliminate the defense of sovereign immunity with respect to any
action in a court of the linited States seeking relief ot~er tha:n money
damages and based on the assertion of unlawful official actwn by a
Federal officer or employee. The amendment w~ul~ not affect ot~er
limitations on judicial review-such as th3;t pl.amtlff ~acks stan~mg
to challenge the agency action, that th~ actmn IS not riJ?e for. reVIew,
or that the action is committed to unreviewable agency d1scretwn. Nor
would the amendment confer authority to grant relief wher~ another
statute provides a form of relief whic~ is expr~ly or im~hedly exclusive. Section 1 would also amend sectwn 703 of title 5, Um~ed States
Code, to permit .the plaintiff in acti<;ms :for nonstatutory rev1ew of administrative actwn to name the Umted States, the agency, or the appropriate officer as defendant. This is intended to eliminate technical
problems arising from a plaintiff's failure to name the proper Government officer as a defendant.
Section 2 would amend section 1331 (a) , of title 28, United States
Code, the general "Federal question" ~rovision, to eliminate t~e :r;equirement that there be at least $10,000 m controversy where the JUrisdiction of the United States district court is invoked on the ground
that the matter arises under Federal law and the suit is against the
United States, any agency thereof, or !;1n:y officer or employee ~he~?f
in his official capacity. This w~uld ehmmate an obstacle to J';tdicial
review in situations where the right asserted cannot be valued m dollars and cents.
Section 3 would amend section 1391 (e) of title 28, United States
Code, the section governing venue of acti?n~ again~. Federal o~ce~
and agencies. The amendment allows a plamtiff to ut1hze that sect10n s
broad venue and extra-territorial service of process in actions against
Federal defendants, despite the presence in the suit of a non-Federal
defendant.

..

BACKGROUND OF THE

BILL

S. 800 :w~mld ~mplement Recommendati_ons 68-7, 69-1, and 70-1 of
the AdmimstratiVe Conference of the Umted States. 1 The bill is also
suppo~d by a wide r~n~e of organizations and agencies, including the
Amencan Bar Associat10n, 2 the Federal Bar Association 3 the Environmental Defense Fund, 4 the Judicial Conference of the United
States, 5 and the Department of Justice."
A previous version ?f the bill was introduced as S. 3568 by Senator
~dward Kennedy dunn~ the 91st Congress. Hearings were held on this
bill on June 3, 1970; ~SIX witnesses representing the Administrative
Conference of the Umted States, the American Bar Association and
the Department ?I Justice were l~eard. The bill was reported :favo:ably
by the subco~m1ttee, but no actiOn was taken by the committee.
S. 800 was mtroduced by Senator Kennedy for himself and Senator
Charles McC. Mathias on February 22, 1975.8 Hearings were held on
B. 800 and related bills by the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure on April 28 and May 3, 1976. 9 A number of wit~
nesses were heard on the legislation, and the Department of Justice
subsequently submitted detailed views on S. 800.10
DISCUSSION
A. SOVEREIGN

IMMUXIT"l;

1. Need for reform

The doctrine of sovereign immunity probably descended from the
t~net of medieval English law that the "King can do no wrong."
"Yet even today, 200 years after the American revolution the doctrine
stands as a barrier to the redress of just grievances again~t the United
States Government. To t~e extent ~hat this o?solete immunity doctrine
prevents the orderly, rat10nal review of actmns·of Federal officers it
JS inconsistent with the principles of accountable and responsive
·
Government.
. Congress has made great strides toward establishing monetary liabilI~Y, on the part ?f the Government for wrongs committed against its
Citizens by passmg the Tucker Act of 1875, 28 U.S.C. sections 1346,
1491, and the Federal Tort Claims Act of 1946, 28 U.S.C. section
1
2

See exhibit A below. for text of the Conference recommendations.
See statements of Vl;llllam Warfield Ross, Esq. and Francis M. Gregory, J'r., E~q.,
American Bar Assoc!atwn, In Hearings before the Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice and Procednre on "BHls to Amend the Administrative Procffiure Act." April 2S,
May 3, 1976, 94th Cong., 2d sess. (1976) (hereinafter cited as "1976 Hearings").
See 8tatement of Donald A. Rago
.• Federal Bar Association, 1976 Hearings.
See statement of Jacqueline Warre
.• Environmental Defense Fund. 1976 Hearings.
• See letter from Wllllam E. Foley.
Director. Administrative Office of the United
States Courts. Nov. 3. 1970. exhibit B, be ow (hereinafter cited as "Foley letter") support·
in!!" earlier ver~lon of bill. K '31i38.
'
• Sec
letter from Antonin Scalia. Assistant Attorney General Office of Legal Counsel
1
M~v 0. ?976. !'Xh!hlt c. nP!nw (bl'l"l'lnafter pjteo As "8e'l.l!a l!'tt~'r''J.
.
.•
Hearmgs before the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure Senate
Com..,ittf>e on the .Tuniclary, on "Sovereign Tmmunity," June 3, 1970 91st Cong. ·2d sess.
(1970) (hereinafter cited as "1970 Hearings").
'
'
The bill was reintrodnc~d by Senator Kennedy In the 92d Conl!"l'ess as R. 598. and
tlon 1 was incorporated m title III of S. 1421. Introduced by Senator Kennedy in
93d
Contrress. :"o action was taken on these measures.
8
121 Cong. Roo. 2416 (dally ed.). Section 1 of S. 800 Is also embodied in s. 2407. introduced bv Senator Dale Bumpers on September 24, 1975.
• 1!l76 He•rinl!"R.
1o Scalia letter. exhibit C, below.
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1346 (b) .11 S. 800 would strengthen this accountability by withdrawing
the defense of sovereign immunity in actions seeking relief other than
money damages, such as an injunction, declaratory Judgment, or writ
of mandamus. Since S. 800 would be limited only to actions of this
type for specific relief, the recovery of money damages contained in
the Federal Tort Claims Act and the Tucker Act governing contract
actions would be unaffected.
It is now generally accepted that courts can make a useful contribution to the administration of Government by reviewing the legality
·of official conduct which adversely affects private persons. This ac~eptance of judicial review is reflected not only in court decisions but
in the many statutes in which Congress has provided a special procedure for reviewing particular administrative activity. For years
almost every regulatory statute enacted by Congress has contained
provisions authorizing Federal courts to review the legality of adminIstrative action that has adversely affected private citizens.
Unfortunately, these special statutes do not cover many of the functions performed by the older executive departments, such M the Departments of State, Defense, Treasury, ,Justice, Interior, and Agriculture. In addition, there are omissions and gaps in the application
of special review statutes. In these instances, judicial review is available, if at all, through so-called "nonstatutory review" actions in
United States district courts.
These actions usually take the form of a suit for injunctive, declaratory or mandamus relief against a named Federal officer on the theory
he 1s exceeding his legal authority. That such actions are against the
officer and not against the Government for whom he is acting is a legal
fiction developed by the courts to mitigate the injustice caused by stnct
application of the sovereign immunity doctrine. As Richard K. Berg,
executive secretary of the Administration Conference of the United
States noted :
* * * if this fiction were logical, easy to apply and did substantial jnRtice, perhaps there would he no problem. But it
does not. On the contrary, it has set lawyers and courts to
chasing conceptual will-o'-the-wisps. 12
Thus, judges who are not familiar with the history of the fiction
and its purpose attempt to make determinations whether the suit is
actnally directed at the Government rather than the named defendant.
This practice in turn raises a number of complex questions involving
the relationship between the official and his employer-the Government. If it is found that the Government is the actual defendant, and
11 At the state level, the trend has also be!>n toward the reduction or "J!mlnation of the
sovereign Immunity defense. For example. 21 states and the District of Columblrt have
by judicial deelsion overturned, in varying degrees, the sov~>rel~Zn Immunity defense to
tort actions. (Ahska, Arizona, Arkansas. California, Color>tdo, Florirla, Idaho, Illinois,
JndlanH, Kansas. Kentucky. Louisiana, ::vtlchlgan. l\finne<1ota, Nebraska, Nevada. New Jerse~·.
Pennsylvnnia, Rhode Island, West VIrginia, and Wisconsin.) Approximately ten other states
fConnectl~ut. Delaware, North Dnlwta, Ohio. Ore;?;on, Pennsylvania, South Carollnn., South
Dakota, Washing-ton and Wyoming) have constitutional pro~is!Ons which enable the legislature to prescribe the manner and venue in which a suit against the sovereign may be
brought. The ~uri8dletlons of Iowa, New York, Ore.o:on, and UtPh have enileil by statute
the soverl'ign immunity defense t(} tort actions. Furthermore, the state of Montana has
comJ1l<>tely ahrol;\'ateil the doctrine by constitutional amenilment. For fnrther discussion,
see Hjort. The PaH.9in.a of S!Wereiqn lmmnnlty in. :Montnna: The Kinq ;,, [}end! :14 J\Iontana
I.. Jlf'v. 2R:l (197!~): Comment. To Ca.tch the Elusive (fnnsc1en()e <1! the Kin'J: T'he F!tatus
of the Doct.-ine of Sovereign Jm.munitu in Alahama, 26 Alabama L. Rev-. 463 (1974).
12 1976 Hearlngs, testimony of Richard K. Berg.
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th~re is no specific statute authorizing judicial review the suit is disIDISSed on the basis of sovereign immumty.
'
Dean J5.o~er C.ramton of Cornell Law School, a former chairman of
the ~dm1mstratlve Conference and Assistant Attorney General and a
le!l'dmg sc?-olar on sov~re~~ immunity, has described the effect of these
Wlspy fictiOns on the JUdicial process:
Th~ basic problem with the sovereign immunity doctrine is
tha~ 1t has developed by fits and starts through a series of
fictions. The result.mg pa;tchwork is an intricate, complex and
~ot altogethe;r l?gJ.Cal body of law. The basic issue-balanc'f!lg the p~blic m~rest in preventing undue judicial interfer~nce wrth .ong:omt; governmental nro'!rams against the
des1re to provide JUdicial review to individuals claiming that
Government has harmed or threatens to harm them-is
?bscur~d ~at~er than assisted by the doctrine of sovereian
Immumty m Its present form.1a
e>
R;epresenting the Department of Justice which supports S 800
Assistant Attorney General Antonin Scalia ~rote:
·
'
No ?ne .can re:;td the significant Supreme Court cases on
sovereign Immunity, from United States v. Lee, 106 U.S. 196
(1882) to Malone v. B011Jdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962) Dugan v.
f}w, 372 U.S. :60~ (1963). and Hawaii v:. Gordo,;, 373 U.S.
o7 (1963) (per c~r1am), w~thout concluding that the field is
a mass of confusr<?r:; ~nd rf he ventures beyond that to attemp~ some reconCl¥atwn of the courts of appeals decisions,
h.e Will find confusion compounded. Acceptmg the elimination of the .doctrme of S?Vereign immunity is not, then, a case
of exchangmg1 the certam for the uncertain or the known for
the unknown. '
'
. Th~ doctr}nal confusion caused by sovereign immunity has been
h1¥hhghted m recen~ courts of appeals decisions. In Schlaffy v. Volpe
49o F.2d 2'73 (7th Cn·. 1974), the court described sovereirn immunity'
as:
e

one of the more il~-defined aspects of federal jurisdiction.
PerhaJ?s the. only r~ref~table ~tatement that can be made
regardmg this doctnne IS that rt ·appears to offer something
for everyone.n
. The court then reviewed the leading Supreme Court cases and pertr.nen_t courts of ~ppeals decisions in reversing in part a district court
drsm1ssal ?f a smt challenging the legality of suspended Federal hiO'hwa! :1\~ndi!lg. Th~ court h~ld that the Federal Government had wai~ed
sover~1gn 1mmum~y !lnd, Ir: any event, the ultra vires exception to the
doc~r~n~ rendered It mapphcable. .
·
1"\ntmg of the doctrme's exceptrons, the Schlaffy court noted:
In anticipation .o£ the government's cry that the sovereirn
cannot be sued w1thout consent, complaints are drawn wi"th
13

Ad i · t
·
olftheth lan~!!!
,n;s ~l!:tive, Conferenee of the
• ' ra we 0on1erence 191, 194

Report of the Committee on Judicial Review
t::nited States, 1 RecommendaUons ana: ReportB
(1969) (hereinafter cited as "ACUS Reports").
,. Scalia letter, exhibit C below.
10 491) F.2d at p. 277.
'
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a covetous eye on the doctrine's 'exceptions,' only to be c~>n
fronted with assertions that the facts present an 'exceptiOn
to the exception,' .or. 'q';talify' ~he exceptions, or th~~ entertainment of the plamtiff's claim would create an mtolerable burden on governme:f!.tal fun~tions, requi~ing ~~e of the
doctrine despite Its otherwise apphcable exceptiOns. 1
In Littell v. Morton, 445 F.2d 1207 (1971), th~ C~mrt of A.pf!eals
for the Fourth Circuit reversed a district court dismissal of a smt. on
sovereign immunity grounds. The suit by an attC!rney fo_r a~ In~mn
tribe sought review of the Secre~ary of the ~nterwr's actwr: m ~~~al
lowing his claim for compensatiOn for se~ces. The ~ou~ s opu~wn
frankly recognized the problems in applymg sovereign 1mmumty:
It must be recognized .at the out;se:t that an. effor~ to estab~
lish loaical consistency m the decisions dealmg with sover·
eign ii~munity is bound to be frustrating. The autl?-orit~es are
not reconcilable and there are conceptual confhcts m the
various holding~ with wh~ch an ~termediate appellate court
must grapple. Our task IS magnified because we have been
unable to find any case ~n which th~ S';tpreme. Cou_rt hns
sought to reconcile the notwn of sovereign 1mmun1ty with the
fundamental concept of the A.PA. that a pers~:m adve~ely affected by administrative action is presumptively entitled to
judicial review of its correctness.H
As Judge MacKinnon noted i~ Know Hill Tenants Oourwil v. Washington, 448 F.2d 1045 (D.C. C1r. 1971):
The result of course is a condition of hopeless confusion in
judicial opinions, and an invitation to Government attorneys to assert the applicability of the doctrine whenever the
opportunity reasona,bly presents itself. A. f~deral trial court
is faced with a, thankless task whenever 1t IS ca~led upon to
decide whether the doctrine is a,pplicable in a particular case. 18
The doctrinal confusion is such that the cou_rts ~re div~ded on the
fundamental question of whether or n.ot sover?1gn Immum~y ba;rs actions for equitable relief. For example, 1ll Amencan F edemtwn ot Go;:,ernment llmployee8, Local 1858 v. Callaway, 398 F. Supp. 116
(N.D. Ala. 1975), the court said:
It is a well-recognized principle that the doctrine of ?overeign immunity bars suits against government a~enCies .or
offici3;ls for monetary da~ages, but does not bar smts for mjuncbve or declaratory rehef. 19
On the other hand, in Penn v. Schlesinger, 490 F.2d 700 (5th Cir.
1974), the court held that:
A. declaratory judgment (against the sovereign) , if equi valent to a claim for injunctive relief, would be * ~ * barred
by the doctrine of sovereign immunity.20
•
495 F.2d at p. 277 (citations omitted).
445 F.2d at •PP· 1211-12.
448 F.2<l at p. 1059.
•• 398 F. Rupp. at p. 191.
"" 490 F.2d at p. 704.
1•
17

18
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One area where misunderstanding of the sovereign immunity doctrine has perpetuated considerable confusion and injustice is that of
employment discrimination or discharge suits against Federal officers.
Reviewing these cases, one commentator noted that:
Several federal courts of appeals, covering states where federal employment discrimination is greatest, have held that
sovereign immunity prevented them from banning employment discrimination by :federal officials, thus ignoring or mis. applying the recognized exception to the doctrine of ultra
vires or unconstitutional action by Federal officers. 21
The consensus in the administrative law community among scholars
and practitioners is strong with regard to the elimination of sovereign
immunity. 22 Professor Cramton summarizes it well when he notes that
"the application of the doctrine of sovereign immunity to actions challenging the legality of Federal conduct is totally erratic, hapha,zard,
unpredictable, unfair, inconsistent, and, in some situations, unjust." 23
To Professor Kenneth Culp Davis, enactment of S. 800 is "urgent"
in order to remove "the unnecessary injustice caused by sovereign
immunity." 24
The· application of sovereign immunity is so illogical that one
cannot predict in what case the injustice is likely to occur. More
probably than not, an average person with a less experienced attorney
will be thrown out of court by the sovereign immunity doctrine while
the wealthy corporation with expensive, experienced counsel will be
able to sidestep the doctrine. The fact remains that the injustice of
sovereign immunity may occur in any case, with respect to any form
of government conduct, unless there is a specific statute allowing
judicial review.
Perhaps the only situation under recent case law, other than suits
for damages where it was fairly predictable-and intended by Congress-that a court would uphold a claim of sovereign immunity, inYolved disputed title to real property.25 The results in these cases were
so obviously unjust that in 1972 Congress enacted legislation to permit
21 Abernathy, Sovereign Imm1mity in a Constitu.tionaZ Government: The Federal Empl(J11·
ment Discrimination Cases, 10 Howard Civ. Rights-Civ. Lib. L. Rev., pp. 322, 326-27, 367
(1975). See also Bram:Olett v. Desobnt, 490 F.2d '405 (6th Clr, 1974) (suit bv discharged

[

employee of non-appropriated fund activity against commanding officer, alleging "arbi·
trary.'' "capricious," and "unconstitutional" action, dismissed because "the United States,
as sovereign, is Immune").
"'Bee e.g., K. C. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise ch. 27 (1958, Supp. 1965) ; Cramc
ton. Non~tatutory Reriew of .I~'eiteral Administra.tive A.ction: 'l'h.e Need jnr Statutory Reform of 8ove"einn Im1tnit11, B•~bjeot Matter Jurisdiction, and .Parties Defendant, 68 :\flch.
L.Rev. 389 (1970) : Scalia, .Sovereign Immunity aml Nonstatutory Review of Federal
Administrative Action: Some Conclusions from the Public-Lands Cases, 68 M!ch.L.Rev. S67
(1970) : Cnrrl~. The Federal Courts and the American I,aw Institute (pt. II\. 36 U.Chi.L.
Rev. 268 (1969) ; 'Byse, Pro]!{Jsed Reforms in Federal '•Nonstatntory" Judicial Revietv:
Sovereign Immnnit11. Jnaiwpen•aole Pa.rties, Mandamus, 75 Harv.hRev, 1479 (19~2) :
Carrow. So?lereitln Immunity in. Administrative Law-A. New Dfa.(lnOsis. 9 J.Pnb.L. 1
11960) : Abernathy, Sovereign Immunity in a Constitutional Go1'ernment: The Federal
Employment Discrimination Cases, 10 Harvard Civ. ~ights-Civ. Lib.L.Rev. 322 (1975).
23 1970 Hearings at p. 46.
24 f,ptter from Kt>nnPth Culp Davis, to Senator Edward M. Kennedy, Apr, 12, 19·76,
1976 Hearln.rs (hereinafter cltO'tl aR "D~vis lettPr").
.. See Malone v, Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962) ; Gardner v. Hams, 391 F.2d 885 (5th
Cir. 1968).
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actions to quiet title to be brought against the United 'States. 28 U.S. C.
sections 1346(f), 1402(d), 2409(a). 26
•
Just as there is little reason why the Umted States as~ landow~er
should be treated any differently from other la~do.wners m an act~on
to quiet title, so too has the ~imc now .come to ehm~nate t?e sov~re1gn
immunity defense in all eq1:nta?le actw~s for sp~Cific rehef agamst a
Federal agency or officer actmg man official capacity.
. .
.
The importance of ameliorating: the.effect ~f th~ sovermg~ Immumty
doctrine in other areas besides qmet title actwns IS ~mp?asiz~d by the
number and variety of cases in which the defense IS still raised. ~he
doctrine has been invoked in hundreds of cases each year c~mce~mg
agricultural regulations, gove~n.ment~l employment,_ tax. mvesti~a
tions, postal-rate matters, admmistratwn of la;bor legislati<?nl cont!ol
of subversive activities, food and drug regulatwn, and admimstratwn
of Federal grant-in-aid programsY
.
In each instance, the sovereign immunity .doctrine di~tra.c~ the
court's attention from the ba_sic iss.ue concernmg. the availability_ or
scope of judicial review and diVerts It t?ward sophistry and. semantics.
Sovereign immunity beclouds th~ reali_ssu!3 ~heth~r a parti:ular governmental activity should be subJect ~o J.udi~Ial review, and, I! so, what
form of relief is appropriate. Its elumnat.wn as proposed m .S: 800,
in the words of Richard K. Berg, execu~Ive s~creta_r~, Admmistrative Conference "would be a major step m ratwnahzmg the law of
judicial review ~f agency action. It might not change many.outcomes,
but it would force the courts to ask and to answer the _right questions" 2s 'Vhere S. 800 would chang-e the outcome of a smt, the committ~e believes that the result would be justified. For, as Senator
Kennedy observed :
A review of the cases-as confuse~ a~ they ~r&-reveals
one certain conclusion: Where soverergn Immumty has been
held to be a bar to suit, and where no o_ther _defenses.*.* *
would have been applicable, unjust or IrratiOnal decisiOns
have resulted. 29
•
f
. · ·
The committee does not believe that the partial ~1Immatwn o sovereio-n immunity, as a barrier to nonst~tutory review .of Fede.ra;l administrative action will create undue mterference With administrative action. Rath~r, it will be a saf~ty-vah;e to en~ure greater
fairness and accountability in the administrative machmery of the
Government.
.. The Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs commented on the sovereign
0

imm'Ir1Jfu~~c~fi~gei~~:;:'~~~ f;:nd~~f~~et:~~r!~~~reign immunity,"

the United Stfte~ cannot now be sued in a land title action with=t giving itths expbress c ond.~ . lth~~~
ity 0 ft
has esuHed to private citizens who ·are
ere Y exc1n
, w
lnequ t 0 r a ~~cours: to the courts from lands they have reason to believe are rlght~ft~!\heirs • • • [T] he committee believes this principle Is n0/1: appropriate whe~e
the courts are established, not for the convenience of the sovereign, but to serve t e
peo1ple.
S Rept 92-57·5 92d Cong., 1st sess., at p. 1.
·"'see. 1970 H~arings ; authorities cited at note 22, supra.
.. 1976 Hearings, testimony of Richard K. Berg.
.. 1970 Hearings at p. '3

[

Other methods found in the substantial and growing body of law
governing availability, timing, and scope of judicial review provide
a much more rational basis for controlling unnecessary judicial interference in administrative decisions than does the defense of sovereign
immunity. Thus, a case is unreviewable if it involves actions
"committed to agency discretion by law." Other defenses include
(1) statutory preclusion; (2) lack of ripeness; (3) failure to exhaust
administrative remedies; and ( 4) lack of standing. The availability
of these defenses-all of which provide a sounder substantive basis
to control court review on the merits than the confusing doctrine of
sovereign immunity-indicates that the policy against indiscriminate
judicial interference with Government action would not be abandoned
by eliminating the defense of sovereign immunity.
The committee is also convinced that modification of sovereign immunity will not overwhelm Federal courts and government lawyers
with a flood of litigation. Apparently, the Judicial Conference of t4e
United States shares
this view, since it has endorsed identical legislation in the past. 30
The application of sovereign immunity is so unpredictable in the
present state of the law that it seldom deters the bringing of a suit
though it may affect the result or induce an error which requires correction at the appellate level. Rather, the usual economic costs of bringing suit and the defenses cited above will operate to prevent inundation of the courts. 31
.
More positively, any increase in litigation on the merits is likely to
be offset by a decrease in litigation on the question of sovereign immunity. At present, sovereign immunity depletes rather than saves
judicial resources by raising an additional, complex issue which requires considerable judicial time and effort to resolve or circumvent.
When the issue is the basis of decision in the first instance, it invites
appeals and further litigation on the matter. 82
The elimination of the vexing and difficult preliminary question of
sovereign immunity in a large number of cases would probably provide a net savings of time and money to the Federal Government even
if a few more cases did proceed to a determination on the merits ofthe.
legality of Federal administrative action.
Wholly apart, however, from a possible, slight increase in caseload,
the time has finally come when the injustice and inconsistency resulting from the. unpredictable application of the sovereign immunity
doctrine should be remedied.
·
For as Government programs grow, and agency activities continue.
to pervade every aspect of life, judicial review of the administrative.
actions of Government officials becomes more and more important.
Only if citizens are provided with access to judicial remedies against
Government officials and agencies will we realize a government truly
under law. The enactment of section one of S. 800-the partial elimination of the sovereign immunity defense in actions for equitable relief-is an important step toward this goal.
so Foley letter. exhibit B, below.
See 1976 Hearings, testimony of Ralph Nader, Public Citizen, Inc.
'"'See 1970 Hearings at p. 54 .
31

..
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2. Amendment of 5 U.S.O. Section '102

b. Effect on the United States

The portion of S. 800 that modifies the doctrine of sovereign immunity adds three new sentences to. the exi~ting _langu~ge of 5 U.S.C.
section 702, which deals with the right to JUdicial review of Federal
administrative action.aa

Actions challenging official conduct are intrinsically against the
United States and are now treated as such for all practical purposes.
Thus, for example~ the defense of Federal administrative action is
conducted by the Department of Justice or, in some cases, by agency
counsel. The second new sentence of section 702 allows the plaintiff
to name the United States as a defendant in such actions and permits
the entering of a decree against the United States.
At the request of the Department of Justice, the provision has been
amended to provide that any mandatory or injunctive decree shall
specify the Federal officer or officers by name or title and their successors in office, personally responsible for compliance. The purpose
of this amendment is to assure clear definition of the particular individuals who will be personally responsible for compliance with the
court decree.

a. Partial Elimination of Sovereign Immunity
The first of the additional sentences provides that claims challenging official action or nonaction, and seeking relief other than mo1_1ey
damages, should not be b~rred by S?vereign immunity: T~e exph~It
exclusion of monetary rehef makes. It cle~~;r th?-t. sove~e1gn 1mmumty
is abolished only in actions for specific rehef ( mpnctwn, declaratory
judgment mandatory relief, etc.) Thus, limitatwns on .the recovery
of money damages contained in the Federal Tort Claims Act, t~e
Tucker Act or similar statutes are unaffecte?-. The consent to smt
is also limited to claims in courts of the Umted States; hence, the
United States remains immune from suit in state courts.
. ,.,
.
Since the amendment is to ~ added .to 5 p.~.C. sectwn. (02, It
will be applicable only to functwns fallmg withm the definition
"agency" in 5 G.S.C. section 701. Section 701 (b) ( 1) defines ·'agei~cy'
very broadly as "each authority of the Government. of the Umted
States, whether or not it is within or su~ject to rev~ew by another
agency" except for a list of exemp~ ag:enCies or fun~tiOl_lS : Congress,
Federal courts, governments of ter~1tones or of.the DistrH:t.of Columbia, mediation boards, co~rts-martial and certam other military, wartime and emergency functiOns.
The proposed amendment will also not affect the operation of the
rule that review is not available "to the extent that * * * statutes
preclude review * * * o~ * * * agency action is committed to age'!lcy
discretion by law." 5 U.S.C. sectwn 701(a). The case law concermng
these two categories of review is thus untouched by the pr?posed
amendment. The amendment would apply ~o bar the asserti.on of
sovereign immunity and force the court to articulate the true ratwnale
for a decision not to grant relief.

c. Law Other Than Sovereign Immunity Unchanged

o!

· ""Some Federal courts of appeals have held that 5 U.S.C. section 702 (1970) ("A person
suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or llggrieved by
agency action within the meaning of a relevant statute, Is entitled to judicial review
thereof") constitutes a general waiver of sovereign immunity In actions seeking judicial
rPview ·of Federal administrative action. See, e.g., Kingebrook Jewish Medica! C!enter v.
Ric1wrdeon, 486 F ..2d 66·3. 668 (2d Cir. 1973) ; Scanwe!Z Laboratoriel! v. Shaffer, 4.24 F.2d
859. 874 (D.C. Cir. 1970); Estrada v. Ahrens. 296 F.2d 690 (5th Cir. 1961}. But ct.
Oa!son v. Hickel, 428 F.2d 1046 (5th Cir. 1970). In clear .cont!ict, however, fiv~ other
circuits have held that the APA does not constitute a waiver of sovereign !mmumty. See
OyrUII v. United States, 226 F.2d 416 (1st Cir. 1955); .Littell y. Morton, 445 F.2d 1?07
(4th Clr 1971) · Twin Cities Chippmoa Tribal Oounc•l v. Mmnesota Chippewa Tnbe,
:l7o F.2d '529. 532 (8th Ctr. 1967) ; State at WaRhingtan v. TMaU, 417 F.2d 1310 (9th Clr.
1969); Motah v. United States, 402 F.2d 1 (10th Cir. 1968). The Supreme Court h~s
:.et to resolve the circuit conflict regarding the Impact of section 702 of the APA on the
;:.,;vereign Immunity doctrine. For general discuRRion. see Littell v. Jfor tan, 445 F.2d 1207,
1212 (4th Cir. 1971); Schlafiy v. Volpe, 495 F.2d 213, 280-82 (7th. Clr. 1974).
On this problem Professor Davis notes that:
''As a mntter of history, Congress clearly did not Intend the APA to waive sovereign
immunity. But judges of federal courts of avpeals have such a strong sense of just.lce
that five courts of appeals have held that the APA constitutes a waiver of sovereign
immunitv. I can imagine that all the judges who have so held are somewhat uncomfortable
tn so holding, but their choice Is between treating . pl~intllfs unjustly or straining the
historical mater1a1s. Congress should relieve our good JUdges from such an unnecessary

dll:;~~~·The

case law as a whole is somewhat complex and confused. Congr!'RS shonlil
RlmpUfy and clarify It by amendln!!: the APA In accordance with the [sovereign Im~unlt;:J
proposal of the Administrative Conference and the American Bar Association. DaVI!
letter, 1911) Hearings.

...

S. 800 is not intended to affect or change defenses other than sovereign immunity.. .L\11 othe~ than the law of sovereign immunity remain
unchanged. This mtent IS made clear by clause (1) of the third new
sentence added to section 702:
·
Nothing herein (1) affects other limitations on judicial review or the power or duty of the court to dismiss any action
or deny relief on any other appropriate legal or equitable
ground.
The~e groun~s include, but are not limited to, the following: (1) extraordmary rehe:f should not be granted because of the hardship to the
def~n~ant or to the public ("balancing the equities") or because the
plamtiff has an adequate remedy at law; (2) action committed to
a~ency discretio;n; (3) express or implie.d preclusion of judicial reVIew; (4) standmgi. (5) npeness; (6) failure to exhaust administrative remedies; and ('l) an exclusive alternative remedy.
Special doctrines favoring the United States as a litigant, such as
the. inapplicability of statutes of limitations to claims asserted by the
Umted. States, .ar~ un~ffecte~. Statutory or rule provisions denying
authonty !or InJUnctive rehef (e.g., the Anti-Injunction Act, 26
U.S.C. sectwn 7421, and 28 U.S.a. section 2201 prohibiting injunctive
and dedaratory_ relief against c~llecti~n of f~deral t:nes) and other
ma~ters (e.g., Rule 13 ( ~), deahng w1th counterclauns against the
Umted States) also remam unchanged. It should be noted in particular that 5 U.S.a. section 701 (a) is unchanged and remains applicable.

1

d. vVbere Congress Has Provided an Exclusive Remedy
Likew.ise, ~he. am~ndment to 5 U.S.C. section 702 is not intended
to ,Permit smt m circumstances where statutes forbid or limit the
r~het sought.. Clause (2) o£ tf1e third new sentence added to section 102 contams a second proviso concerned with situations in which
Congress has consented to suit and the remedy provided is intended
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to be the exclusive remedy. For example, in the Court of Claims Act, 34
Congress created a damage remedy for contract claims with j urisdiction limited to the Court of Claims except in suits for less than $10,000.
The measure is intended to foreclose specific performance of government contracts. In the terms of the proviso, a statute granting consent
to suit, i.e., t~e Tucker Act, "impliedly forb~ds" rel~e~ other than ~he
remedy provided by the Act. Thus, the partial abohtwn of sovermgn
immunity brought ·about by this bill does not change existing limitations on specific relief, if any, derived from statutes dea!ing with such
matters as government contracts, as well as patent infrmgement, tort
claims, and tax claims.35
The language of clause (2) of the proviso directs attention to particular statutes and the decisions interpreting them. If a statute
"grants consent to suit" with respect to a particular subject matter,
specific relief may be obtained only if Congress has not intended that
provision for relief to be exclusive.
Clause (2) of the proviso does not withdraw specific relief in any
situation in which it is now available. It merely provides that new
authority to grant specific relief is not conferred when Congress has
dealt in particularity with a claim and intended a specified remedy
to be the exclusive remedy.
Clause (2) of the proviso, at the request of the Department of
J ustice,SS has been amended to read as follows:
Nothing herein * * * (2) confers authority ~o grant relief
if any other statute that grants consent to smt [for money
damages] ewpr·e.ssly or impliedly :forbids the relief which is
sought. (Emphasis added.)
This language ~akes clear that t~1e committee's intent to prech::de
other remedies w1ll be followed w1th respect to all statutes which
grant consent to suit and prescribe particular remedies. The proviso
as amended also emphasizes that the requisite intent can be implied
as well as expressed.

setting a figure "not so high as to convert the Federal courts into
courts of big business nor so low as to fritter away their time in the
trial of petty controversies." 37
Yet Congress has substantially lessened the importance of the
amount-in-controversy requirement with respect to section 1331 by
passing many statutes that confer Federal question jurisdiction without such a requirement. In Lynch v. Household Finance Oorp., 405 U.S.
538 ( 1972), the Court noted:
A series of particular statutes gl'ant jurisdiction without
regard to the amount in controversy in vir,tually all areas that
otherwise would fall under the general Federal question statute. Such special statutes cover: admiralty, maritime, and
prize eases, 28 U.S.C. section 1333; bankruptcy matters and
proceedings, 28 U.S.C. section 1334; review of orders of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, 28 U.S.C. section 1336;
cases arising under any Act of Congress regulating commerce,
28 u.s.a. section 1337; patent, copyright, and trademark
cases, 28 U.S.C. section 1338; postal matters, 28 U.S.C. section
1339; internal revenue and custom duties actions, 28 U.S.C.
section 1340; election disputes, 28 U.S. C. section 1344; cases
in which the United States is a party, 28 U.S.C. sections 1345,
1346, 1341, 1348, 1349, 1358, and 1361; certain tort actions by
aliens, 28 {;".S.C. section 1350; actions on bonds exeeuted
under Federal J.aw, 28 U.S.C. section 1352; cases involving
Indian allotments, 28 U.S.C. seetion 1353; and injuries under
Federal law, 28 U.S.C. section 1357. 38
On the other hand, there are a significant number of situations involvin<Y "nonstatutory" review in which a plaintiff must still ground
his action on section 1331 and, therefore, must establish that "the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or v·alue of. $1~,090,_ exclusive of
interest and costs." In some of these cases the JUrisdiCtiOnal amount
requirement cannot be met because it is impossible to place a monetary
value on the right asserted by the plainti:ff. 39
In other cases, the plaintiff's claim that he is entitled to a Federal
oTant or benefit such as Federal employment 40 or >velfare 41 may be
~ssigned a monetary value, but the amount in controversy may be
$10,000 or k~ss.
The resulting denial to litigants of a Federal forum for Federal
claims considered incapable of dollars and cents valuation or too small
in monetarv amount and not permitted to be aggregated has been described as ''an unfortunate gap in the statutory jurisdiction of the
Federal courts." 42

B. JURISDICTIONAL AMOUNT

1. Need for Refm'm

An anomaly in Federal jurisdiction prevents an otherwise competent
United States district court from hearing certain cases seeking "nonstatutory" review of Federal administrative action, absent the jurisdictional amount in controversy required by 28 U.S.C. section 1331, the
O'eneral "Federal question" provision. These cases "arise under" the
Federal Constitution or Federal statutes, and the committee believes
they are app
iate matters forth~ exercise of Federal judicial po.wer
regardless o
monetary amount mvolved.
'The chief cono-ressiomil purpose behind the amount-in-controversy
requirement wa; to reduce case congestion in the Federal courts by
34 February 24. 1855, 10 Stat. 612.
"
.. See e g The Anti-Injunction Act. 26 U.S. C.. section 7421, prohibiting suit for the
purpose' of ~estridlng the assessment <lT -coHectlon of any tax * * *" Gf. Bob Jones University v. :Simon, et a!., 416 U.S. 725 (1974} (action t<Y enjoin reV'Ocation of letter ruling
dedarin)l' qualification for tax-exempt status held to be within and barred by the Act}.
""See Scalia letter. exhibit C, below.

(

37

S. Rept. 1830, 85th Cong., 2d sess., pp. 3099, 3101 (1958).

as 405 U.S. at p. 549.

""How can one value, for example, an individual's claim that he ls entitled to remain
free from continuous police surveillance, Giancana v. Johnson., 335 F.2d 366 (7th Clr. 1964),
cert aenied, 379 U.S. 100 (1965), or m1litary service, Oestereich v. Se~eetive Service
System Loca~ Boatd No. 11, 393 U.S. 233 (1968), or to distribute political leaflets,
Goldsmith v. Sutherland, 426 F.2d 1395 (6th Clr. 1970), oert. denied, 400 U.S. 960
( 1970) ? See also cases cited in Wright, Miller and Cooper, 13 Federal Practice and Procedure, section 3561 (1975) .
•• See e.g., Fischler v. McCarthy, 177 F. Supp. 643 (S.D. N.Y. 19-54), aff'd on other
grounds, 218 F.2d 164 (2d Cir. 1954).
"'-See, e.g., Randan v. Goldmark, 495 F.2d 356 (1st Cir. 1974}, eert. denied, 419 U.S.
879 (1975).
•• Wolff v. Selective Service Loca~ Boat·d No. 16, '372 F.2d 817, 826 (2d 'Cir. 1967).
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fZ. Amendment to fZ8 V.S.O. 1331

Federal forum for lack of the jurisdictional amount may therefore
be a denial of any remedy whatsoever. 46 Justice clearly requires elimination of this deficiency.

Section 2 of S. 800 would end the requirement of 28 U.S.C. section
1331 that more than $10,000 be in controversy in order for a Federal
court to have jurisdiction of a Federal question case brought against
the United States, an agency thereof, or an officer or employee thereof
in his official capacity.
As introduced, the bill would have eliminated the minimum jurisdictional amount for all Federwl question cases, regardless of whether
the defendant was a private party, a state official or agency 1 or the
Federal Government. Some concern was yoiced by members of the
committee that this broad elimination of the jurisdictional amount may
possibly result in an unf?reseeable increase of the caseload of the
Federal courts. The committee adopted an amendment to narrow the
scope of the provision accordingly, so that-consistent with the overall
objectives of the bill-no jurisdictional amount requirement will apply
to cases against the Federal Government~ a Federal agency, or any
official or employee where the rlaintiff alleges that the official or employee has acted in his officia capacity or under color of law. The
committee has concluded not that a broader elimination of the requirement is inappropriate or would result in anv added workload for
Federal courts, but simply that it was unnecessary to achieve the
purposes of the bill.
Like section 1 of S. 800, however, the partial elimination of sovereign immunity, the grant of subject matter jurisdiction without a
required jurisdictional amount would not affect other limitations on
the availability or scope of judicial review of Federal questions, including, for example, lack of standing, ripeness, or exhaustion of administrative remedies.
The factors relevant to the question whether a Federal court should
be available to a litigant seelnng protection of a Federal right have
little, if any, correlation with the minimum jurisdictional amount.
Thus, as Assistant Attorney General Scalia concluded:
... the existence of monetary damages in cases involving agency action is an erratic factor to hewn with, not
necessarily related to either the private or pubhc importance
of the issue involved ..• the 'wmount in controversy' provision of section 1331 is seen to have a very limited and virtually irrational application, at least as applied to judicial
review of administrative action:13
Instead, the important considerations include whether there is need
for a specialized FederaiJ. tribunal or whether there are defects in the
state judicial system that might substantially impair consideration
of the plaintiff's claim. 44 These factors have special force in cases in
which specific relief is sought against a Federal officer because state
courts generally are powerless to restrain or direct a Federal officer's
action which is taken under color of Federallaw.45 The denial of a
43 Scalia letter, exhibit C, below.
"Bee Wechsler, Federal Jurisdiction and the Revision of the Judicial Oode, 13 Law and
Contemp. Prob. 216,225-26 (1948).
"'Bee .Arnold, The Power of State Courts to l!Jnjom Federal Otflcera, 78 Yale L.J. 138ij
(1964).
.

.

3. Impact on Federal caseload

J
)

According to leading authorities, elimination o:f the amount-incontroversy requirement in Federal question cases, even in strictly
private litigation, will have no measurable impact on the caseload of
the Federal courts.H S. 800, as amended, would only eliminate the
statutory requirement in suits against the United States, its agencies,
or officers or employees.
Presently, the jurisdictional amount requirement is applicable,
where aggrieved private persons are seeking nonstatutory review of
:Federal administrative actions in suits brought against Federal officers
or agencies. This category provides the only significant instances in
which the jurisdictional amount requirement o:f 28 U.S.C. section 1331
is an effective limitation, either because the right cannot be valued or
it is worth less than $10,000 and there is no special statute applicable
without an amount-in-controversy provision. 48 Yet even in this situation, the limitation can be circumvented if the plaintiff brings his
action in the District of Columbia or i:f he can cast his action !n the
form of a mandamus proceeding under 28 U.S.C. section 1361, the
Mandamus and Venue Act of 1962.
The resulting situation is hardly a logical or defensible one. In
1962 Congress, disturbed by the inability o:f litigants to obtain mandamus rehe:f in local courts distributed around the country, conferred
such jurisdiction on all district courts without regard to the amount
in controversy. The more traditional exercise of injunctive or declaratory authority, however, remains subject to the requirement o:f a
minimum jurisdictional amount whenever no special Federal question
statute is available---except in the District of Columbia. The same
arguments that supported the Mandamus and Venue Act of 1962the expense and inconvenience of :forcing litigants from all over the
country to bring their claims to a District of Columbia court--support
the elimination of the remaining anachronism in injunction suits
against Federal officers: the jurisdictional amount in controversy.
The number of additional cases that will be brought in Federal
courts if section 1331 is amended to eliminate the jurisdictional
amount requirement is likely to be quite small. According to Professor Wright:
There is no risk that ending the amount in controversy
requirement for :federal question cases would open the federal
"'"In Fo:c v. Hiti8ide Realty Oorp., 79 F.Supp. 832 (D.-N.Y. 1948), a federal action
challenging a rent increase all~wed by federal officials was dismissed for lack of the
jurisdictional amount. .A subsequent suit in state court was unsnccessful becanse the state
courts held
ey lacked power to par;s on the action of the federal officials. Fow v.
34 Hillside
Oorp.• 87 N.Y.S.2d 351 (1949) atJ'd., 95 N.Y.S.2d 598, 276 .App.Div.
994 (1950)." W
t, Miller and Cooper, 13 Federal Practice and Procedure, section 8561,
at p. 393, n. 21.
• 7 fa., C. Wright, Law of Federal Courts, p. 107 (2d ed. 1970) ; 1970 Hearings at pp. 5354 Wright, Miller and 'C!ooper, 13 Federal Practice and Procedure, section 3561 (1975).
48
The amount-In-controversy requirement in this category of cases was reaffirmed In
dictum in Lynch v. Household Finance Oorp. 405 U.S. 538, 547 (1972) ("In suits against
federal officials for alleged deprivations of constitutional rights, it is necessary to satisfy
tJ;te amount-in-controversy requirement for federal jurisdiction"). The significance of this
dictum, however, was recently questioned In Earnest, supra note 49, at pp. 561-62.
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courts to unpredictable numbers of unknowable kinds of
cases. The terrain is well marked. The cases aff~cted :;re
those in which federal action is challenged and m w.h1~h
state action is challenged on grounds that do not come \nthm
section 1343 ( 3) . These are import ant cases for which a federal formn is especially appropriate. 49
Elimination of the amount iJ?- contr?versy is not likely iJ?- itself to
increase even the number of smts agamst Federal officers smce s~me
courts are already adopting .a yery. lax interpretat~~n o~ t~~ ~eqmre
ment in such cases.50 But ehmmahon of the reqms1te JUrisdictional
amount will eliminate a technical barrier to judicial relief which ~na?y
courts are avoiding or circumve~ting altogether. in order. to. av~Id mjustice.51 Professor Davis noted m connection With the ehmmatwn of
the sovereign immunity defense in equitable actions, "Congress should
52
·
It
relieve our good JUdges
from SI~Ch . an unnec~ss!trY. d'l
.1 emma. "
should enact S. 800 and thus ehmmate the JUrisdiCtiOnal amoun~
in-controversy requirement in all Federal question cases where the smt
is aO'ainst the United States, any agency thereof, or any officer or
empioyee thereof in his official capacity.
.
As with the partial elimination of the sovereign immum~y defens.e,
the partial elimination ?f ~he jurisdiction~! amount req~u·ement m
Federal question cases 1s hkely to result 111 a more effi~Ient use of
judicial resources, with cou~ts and counsel. no longer havmg to waste
time and energy on th~ questlo? of amounts ~n controve~sy.
Caseloads and effimency aside, a larger Issue remams. For as Professor Wright has written:
We do nothing t? .encourage confi4ence in our: judi~ial
system or in the ability of persons w1th substantial gnevances to obtain redress through lawful processes when we
close the courthouse door to those who cannot produce $10,000
as a ticket of admission. 53
C. PARTIES DEFENDANT

1. Naming the Proper PartieB Defendant

The size and complexity of the Fed~ral Goyernment,, coupled w~th
the intricate and technical law concernmg offimal capamty and parties
•o 1970 Hearings at p. 259. More recently, Professor Wrlgh~ has describe~ as "rare and
insl~nificant" some of the cases to which the amount reqmrement remams applicable.

Thu'S "a municipality cannot be sued under the civil rights pro.vlslons of 42 U.S.C.A. section
1988'and 28 u.s.C.A. section 1343(3) and thus a suit against a municipality on the basis of
the I!'ederal Constitution or laws. must be brought under 28 U.S.C.A. section 1-331 and more
than $10.000 must be in controversy. Calvin v. Gonlisk, '367 F.Supp. 476 (D. Ill. 1973). ~t
remains itn open question whether a suit challenging a state statute on the ground that 1t
is inconsistent with a ·Federal statute may be brought without rega..!'d t? amount in controversy under 28 U.S.C.A. section 1343(3). Hagan8 v. Lavine, 41o u,s. 528, {i33 ~· 5
(1974)." Wright, Miller and CO'oper, 13 Federal P1•actlce an(! Procedure, section 3a61,
at p. 392, n. 17 (:1975.)
oo See Earnest, supra note 49; Jetter from Roger Cramton, Ma;v 24, 1976, 1976 Hear1nl's.
ru.Ja. Such avoidance, however, nbdicates a court's constltutwnal and statutory duties
"to ensure that each case before It falls within the limited jurisdictional power of the
Federal Practice and Procedure, section 3561. at pp. 395-96, calling on the Congress rather
jurisdictional amount especially in the lower courts, and fosters arbitrary and haphazard
application of jurlsdic'uonal standards." lit. at p. 585. See also Wright, J\filler and Cooper, 13
Federal practice and Procedure, section 3561, at pp. 39-5-96, calling on the Congress rather
than the courts to fill in the "unfortunate gap In the statutory jurisdiction of the Federal
conrts."
.,. Davis letter, 1976 ne<uut 15 o.
••1970 Hearings at p.
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defendant, has given rise to numerous cases in which a plaintiff's claim
has been dismissed because the wrong defendant was named or served. 54
Nor is the current practice of naming the head of an agency as defendant always an accurate description of the actual parties involved
in a dispute. Hather, this practice often leads to delay and technical
deficiencies in suits for judicial review. 55
The unsatisfactory state of the law of parties defendant has been
recognized for some time and several attempts have been made by
Congress to cure the deficiencies. 5 6
Despite these attempts, problems persist involving parties defendant in actions for judicial review. In the committee's view the ends
of justice are not served when government attorneys advance highly:
teehnical rules in order to prevent a determination on the merits of
what may be just claims.
When an instrumentality of the United States is the real defendant,
the plaintiff should have the option of naming as defendant the United
States, the agency by its official title, appropriate officers, or any combination of them. The outcome of the case should not turn on the
plaintiff's choice. S. 800 accomplishes this objective by includin
new sentence between the first and last sentences of section 703 of tie
5 to provide the plaintiff with this option in judicial review actions,
providing no special statutory review proceeding is applicable.
'2. Joinder of Third Peroon8

A related problem concerns joinder of third persons as parties defendant. 'When section 1391 (e) of title 28, which governs venue of
actions against Federal officers and agencies, was enacted in 1962, its
broadened venue and extra-territorial service of process were limited
to judicial review actions "in which each defendant is an officer or employee of the United States or an agency thereof." (emphasis added.)
This language can be interpreted to prevent a plaintiff from joining
non-]'ederal third persons as defendants in actions under section
1391(e). For example, in Chase SavingB & Loan .AsBociation v. Federal Home Loan Bank Board, 269 F. bupp. 965 (E.D. Pa. 1967), the
court dismissed an action which had joined the Federal board and a
local bank on the ground of improper venue. The court in Town of
East Haven v. Eastern Airlines, 282 F. Supp. 507 (D. Conn. 1968),
also dismissed an action on the same grounds but not before criticizing
the requirements of section 1391 (e).
More recent cases, cognizant of the awkwardness and inconvenience
of the section, have held to the contrary. In Green v. Laird, 357
.. 8ee, e.g., Olegg v. Treastwy Department, et al.
F. Supp. - - (D. Mass. 1976), 38
Pike and Ji'lsher Ad. L. 2d 229 (March 16, 1976), (action against the Treasury Department
and the Secret Service for allegedly failing to provide Secret Service protection to
plaintiff as a presidential candidate dismissed for lack of jurisdiction based In part on
misjoinder and failure to name the correct parties defendant).
.. See statement of Francis M. Gregory, Jr., vice chairman, Committee on Judicial Review,
Section of Administrative Law, American Bar Association, 1976 Hearings.
""First, 'Congress in 1962 amended section 1391(e) of Title 28 in order to allow broadened venue -and extra-territorial service of process In suits against Federal officers and thus
to circumvent the formerly troublesome ·requirement •that superior officers be joined as parties defendant. Second, Rule 25(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure was amended in
1961 to provide for the automatic substitution of successors in office. That rule also states
that "any misnomer not affecting the substantial rights of the parties shall be disregarded"
and that the officer may be "described as a party by his official title rather than by name."
Third, Rule 15(c) of the Federal Rules was amended In 1966 to deal with the plaintiff's
failure to name auy appropriate officer or agency as defendant.
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F.Supp. 227 (N.D. Ill.1973), for example, the court held that an interpretation of section 1391 (e) which excludes non-Federal defendants
is inconsistent with the congressional intent. 51
There is no functional justification for this limitation on joinder.
Moreover, it prevents relief in some situations in which the Federal
courts can make a special contribution. 58
Section 3 of S. 800 amends 1391 (e) of title 28 to make it clear that a
plaintiff may use the section's provisions for broad venue and extraterritorial service of process against Government defendants, despite
the presence in the action of a non-Federal defendant.
The amendment substitutes the word "a" for the word "each," and
adds a new sentence permitting joinder of non-Federal defendants who
can be served in accordance with normal rules ~overning service of
process. Other objections to such joinder, stemmmg from the discretion vested in the trial judge under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to control the dimensions of the law suit and to protect particular parties, would be unaffected.
.
The Department of Justice has objected that section 3, as introduced, "would permit any plaintiff to obtain venue against any private
defendant by simply joining as a party to the action a Federal official
over whom venue may be obtained under 28 U.S. C. section 1391 (e)." 59
To avoid any hardship or unfair disadvantage to private defendants
that might result from subjecting them to plaintiff's broadened choice
of venue under section 1391 (e) as amended, the committee has
amended the pertinent sentence of section 3 of S. 800 to read as
follows:
Additional persons may be joined as parties to any such
action in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and tt{)ith such other venue requ:trements as would be
applicable if the United States or one of its officers, employees
or agencies were not a party. (emphasis added.)
In effect, this will mean that a private defendant can only be sued in
a venue where he could have been sued if the Government had not been
a party. As a practical matter, it will usually mean that the plaintiff
will have to bring suit in the district where the defendant resides
rather than in his own district.

drafted, thoroughly examined. bill-nearly· identical to the bill re~
ported out of the Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and
Procedure in 1970.
Its principal provision, the partial elimination of sovereib"'l immunity as a defense to actions for equitable relief, has the support of
the most eminent scholars and practitioners of administrative law, as
well as the Judicial Conference of the United States and the Department of Justice.
The partial elimination of sovereign immunity will facilitate nonstatutory judicial review of Federal administrative action without affecting the existing pattern of statutory remedies, without disturbing the established law of judicial review, without exposing the Government to new liability for money damages, and without upsetting
congressional judgments that a particular remedy in a given situation
should be the exclusive remedy.
Like sovereign immunity, other anachronisms in the law of judicial
~eview St~cl; as the juris~ictional amount in cont!oversy ~nd the nammg and Jomder of part1es defendant have outhved the1r usefulness,
continue to cause confusion and injustice, and are overdue for elimination or reform.
The adoption of S. 800, therefore, will make a substantial contribution to both administrative justice and judicial efficiency by promoting
rationality in a complex and intricate field of Federal iaw. Bv removing artificial and outmoded barriers to judicial review of officiaJ action,
S. 800 will also help restore public confidence in the responsiveness
and accountability of the Federal Government.
For these reasons, the committee reportS the bill. as amended, with
the recommendation that it be adopted.
'

CoNCLUSION
The committee believes that the subjects of this bill are long overdue
for reform. S. 800 does not contain new or radical proposals. Rather, it
contains limited, modest, and reasonable reforms in a carefully
57

See also Macias v. Finch, 324_F.Supp, 1252. 1254-55 (N.D. Cal. 1970) : People of
Saipan v. Dept. of the Interior, 3o6 F.Supp. 645, 651 (D. Hawaii (1973) motU{ted on
other grounds, 502 F.2d 90 (9th 'Cir. 1974).
'

58
"In many publ!c land controversies, for example, three parties are involved-the
official, a successful applicant, and an unsuccessful QUe. Effective relief cannot be obtained
in an uctlon In which the United States or its otHcer Is not Involved: but if the Govern·
ment is named as defendant, 1391 (e) prevents the joinder of the Qther private person as a
defendant, and that person cannot be joined as a plaintiff because his Interest Is adverse to
that of the plaintiff. Another common type of situation In which the limitation Is
troublesome is that in which the specific relief Is sought against Federal and state officers
w~? are cooperating In a regulatory or enforcement program.
There are no sound reasons why the general principle that control party joinder in
FPderal courts should not be applicable In these situations." Statement of Roger Cranton
1970 Hearings at p. 39.
'
.. Scalia letter, exhibit C, below.

.

CosT
The committee does not believe that enactment of S. 800, which is
procedural in nature and clarifies the jurisdiction o£ Federal courts
while marginally expanding it, will require additional appropriation
of funds to either the judiciary or the agencies. The committee expects that any sligh~ly ~x:pan~ed caseload will_be .m~re.than compensat~d for by the blll's ehmmatwn of outmoded JUriSdictiOnal obstacles
whiCh currently consume needless amounts of judicial and Justice
Department litigating energies.
CHANGES IN ExiSTING LAw

In compliance with subsection (4) of rule XXIX of the Standing
Rules of the Senate, changes in existing law made by the bill as reported ar~ shown as follows (existing law proposed to be omitted is
enclosed m black brackets, new matter is printed in italic existing
law in which no change is proposed is shown m roman) :
'
5

u.s.c.

702

§ 702. Right of review
A person suffering l~gal wrong because of agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning o£

21
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a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof. An action in
a court of the United States seeking relief other than money damages
and stating a claim that an agenoy or an officer or employee thereof
aoted or failed to aot in an official capacity or under color of legal
authority shall not be dismissed nor relief therein be den:led on the
ground that it is against the United States or that the United States is
an indispensable party. The United States may be named as a defendant in any such aetwn, and a judgment or deoree may be entered
against the United States, provided, that any mandatory or injunctive
deeree shall specify the Federal officer or officers (by name or by title) ,
and their successors in office, personally responsible for compliance.
Nothing herein {1) affects othM·limitations on judicial r·9View or tlw
pmver or duty of the court to dismiss any action or deny relief or any
other appropriate legal or equitable grotmd; or (£) confers authority
to grant relief if any other statute that grants consent to s-uit expressly
or impliedly forbids the relief which is sought.
5

u.s.c.

703

§ 703. Form and venue of proceeding
~he form of proceeding for judicial review is the special statutory
reVIew proceeding relevant to the subject matter in a court specified
by statute or, in the absence or inadequacy thereof, any applicable form
of legal action, including actions for declaratory judgments or writs
of prohibitory or mandatory injuction or habeas corpus, in a court of
competent jurisdiction. If no special statutory review proceedin.q is
applicable, the aotion for judicial review may be brought again,~i the
United States, the agency by its official title, or the appropriate officer.
Except to the extent that prior, adequate, and exclusive opport~ity
f?r judicial review is provided by law, agency action is subjeet to judiCial review in civil or criminal proceedings for judicial enforcement.
28
31

u.s.c.

§ 1331. Federal questions
(a) The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all civil
actions wherein the matter in controversy exceeds the sum or value of
$10,000, exclusive of interest and costs, and arises under the Constitution, Jaws, or treaties of the United States[.] except that no such sum

or value 8hall be required in any such action brought against the
United States, any agency thereof, or any otfieer or employee thereof
in his official capacity.
·
(b) Except when express provision therefor is otherwise made in
a statute of the United States, where the plaintiff is finally adjud~ed
to be entitled to recover less than the sum or value of $10,000. computed without regard to any setoff or counterclaim to which the defendant may be adjudged to be entitled, and exclusive o:f interests and
costs, the district conrfmay deny costs to the plaintiff and, in addition,
may impose costs on the plaintiff.

28 U.S.C. 133l(c)

(e) A civil action in which [each] a defendant is .an <?ffic~r or e!llployee of the United States or any age:r:cy thereof actmg m h1s offi~1al
capacity or under color of legal authonty, or an agency of. the Umted
States or the United States, may, except as otherwise prov1ded by la;v,
be bro~ght in any judicial district in which[:] ( 1) a defendant m
the action resides, or (2) the cause of action arose, or (3). any ~eal
property involved ll;l tp.e action_is situa~, or (4) .t~e plantiff resides
if no real property IS mvolved m the action. Add·dwnal persons may
be joined as parties to any such action in accordance with t.he Federal
Rules of Oivil Prooed1.tre and with such othero venue requ~rements as
would be applicable if the United States or one of its officer8, employees or agencies were not a party.

EXHIBITS
EXHIBIT A
REcOMMENDATIONs oF .THE ADMINISTRATIVE CoNFERENCE oF THE
UNITED STATES
RECOMMENDATION No. 68-7-ELnnNATION oF JURISDICTIONAL AMoUNT
REQUIREl\fENT IN JUDICIAL REVIEW

Title 28 of the United States Code should be amended to eliminate
any requirement of a minimum jurisdictional amount before United
States district courts may exercise original jurisdiction over any action
in \vhich the plaintiff alleges that he has been injured or threatened
with injury by an officer or employee of the United States or any
agency thereof, acting under color of Federal law. This amendment is
not to afi'ect other limitations on the availability or scope of judicial
review of Federal administrative action.
(Adopted Decmnber 10-11, 1968)
REco~nviENDATION No. 69-1-STATUTORY REFOR~r oF THE SovEREIGN
bn.IUNITY DOCTRINE

The technical legal defense of sovereign immunity, which the Government may still use in some instances to block suits against it by its
citizens regardless of the merit of their claims, has become in large
measure unacceptable. Many years ago the United States by statute
accepted legal responsibility for contractual liability and for various
types of misconduct by its employees. The "doctrine of sovereign immunity" should be similarly limited where it blocks the right of citizens to challenge in courts the legality of acts of governmental
administrators. To this end the Administrative Procedure Act should
be amended.
RECOMMENDATION

1. Section 702 of Title 5, United States Code (:formerly section 10 (a)
of the Administrative Procedure Act), should be amended by adding
the following at the end of the section:
An action in a court of the united States seeking relief other
than money damages and stating a claim that an agency or an
officer or employee thereof acted or failed to act in an official capacity or under color of legal authority shall not be dismissed nor
relief therein denie.d on the ground that it is against the United
States or that the United States is an indispensable party. The
United States may be named as a defendant in anysuch action,
and a judgment or decree may be entered against the United States.
Nothing herein (1) affects other limitations on judicial review or
(22)

the power or duty of the court to dismiss any action or deny relief
on any other appropriate legal or equitable ground; or (2) confers
authority to grant relief if any other statute that grants consent
to suit ex
or impliedly forbids the relief which is sought.
2. Section 703
Title 5, United States Code (formerly section
10 (b) of the Administrative Procedure Act), should be amended by
adding the following sentence after the first full sentence : ·
If no special statutory review proceeding is applicable, the action
for judicial review may be brought against the United States,
the agency by its official title, or the appropriate officer.

(Adopted October 131-1313, 1969)
REcmnmNDATION

No.

70-1-PAR'l'IES DEFENDANT

The size and complexity of the Federal Government, coupled with
the intricate and technical law concerning official capacity and parties
defendant, have given rise to innumerable cases in which aflaintiff's
claim has been dismissed because the United States or one o its agencies or officers lacked capacity to be sued, was improperly identified,
or could not be joined as a defendant. The ends o:f jus'tice are not
served \Yhen dismissal on these technical grounds prevents a determination on the merits of what may be just claims. Three attempts to
cure the deficiencies of the law of parties defendant have achieved
only partial success and further changes are required to eliminate
remaining- technicalities concerning the identification, naming, capacity, ~D;d JOi~der of parties defendant in actions challenging federal
admm1strahve action.
RECOM~IENDATION

1. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure contain liberal proYisions
for substitution of parties and for amendment of pleadino-s and correction of defects as to parties defendant. The Department of Justice
should instruct its lawyers and United States Attornevs to call the
attention of the court to these provisions in cases invoh;ino· technical
defects with respect to the naming of parties defendant in"'anv situation in which the plaintiff's complaint provides fair notice· of the
nature of the claim and the summons and complaint were properly
served on a UJ?.ited States Attorney, the Attorney Genera]l or an officer
or agency wh1ch would have been a, proper party if named. The Department of Justice should be responsible for determining who within
our complex federal establishment is responsible for the a'lleo-ed wrong
and should take the initiative in seeking correction of pl:adinO"s or
adding of proper parties. Since the Department of Justice ha~ acquiesced in the substance of this recommendation, it would also be
appropriate for the Department of Justice and the Administrative
Conference of the United States to seek an amendment of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure to provide that the Attorney General shall
have the responsibility to correct such deficiencies.
2. Congress should enact legislation :
(a) Amending section '703 of title 5 to allow the plaintiff to
name as defendant in judicial review proceedings the United
States, the agency by its official title, the appropriate officer, or
any combination of them.
·
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(b) Amending section 1391 (e) of title 28 to include within
its coverage actions challenging federal administrative act~on in
which the United States is named as a party defendant, without
affecting special venue provisions which govern other types of
actions against the United States.
(c) Amending section 1391 (e) of title 28 to allow a plaintiff
to utilize that section's broadened venue and extraterritorial service of process in actions in which non:federal defendants who can
be served in accordance with the normal rules governing service
of process are joined with federal defendants.
(.Adopted June '2-3, 1970)
EXHIBIT B
AmnNISTHATIVE OFFICE m' THE UNITED STATES CounTs,
W a~hington, D.O., November 3,1970.
Ron. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Oommittee on the Judioia?'y,
U.S. Senate,
1Va8hington, D.O.
DEAR SENATOR KENNEDY: This is in further reference to your letter
of May 1, 1970, to the Chief Justice requesting the views of the Judicial
Conference on S. 3568,* relating to judicial review of administrative
action and containing sections relating to venue and parties defendant.
The Judicial Conference of the United States met on October 29 and
30, 1970, and voted its approval in principle of S. 3568 and specifically
endorsed Section 2 of the bill relating to the jurisdictional amount
requirement and Section 3 providing for suit in the same judicial districts in which the federal official or agency may be sued.
Sincerely,
WILLIAM E. For,EY,
Deputy Director.
EXHIBIT C
DEPARTMENT OF JusTICE,
Washington, D.O., May 10,1976.
Ron. EDWARD M. KENNEDY,
Olwirman, Subcommittee on .Admvnistrative Practice and Procedure
U.S. Senate, lVashington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIR."\\AN: This is in response to your request at my testimony before your Subcommittee on April 28, 1976 that I submit the
written views of the Department of Justice on S. 800, a bill "[t]o
amend chapter 7, title 5, United States Code, with respect to procedure
for judicial review of certain administrative agency action, and for
other purposes."
SECTION 1-80VEREIGN IM:l\IUNITY
Section 1 of S. 800 would amend 5 U.S.C. 702 to eliminate the defense
o:£ sovereign immunity of the United States in actions in United States
*Heintrodueced on Feb. 22, 197(; as S. 800. See 121 Cong. Rec. 2416 (daily ed.).

S. Rept.94-996----4
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courts·seeking relief other than money damages. The Department has
in the past opposed such a change.
In hght of the tenacious and well reasoned support of this proposal
by such knowledgeable and responsible organizations as the Administrative Conference of the United States and the American Bar Association, we have reconsidered that opposition, and are now prepared to
endorse the concept in principle, and to support the text of S. 800, w_ith
two small but important changes and a number of caveats concermng
its proper interpretation. The arguments in favor of this aspect of
S. 800 have been described in testimony presented by others before your
Subcommittee. Foremost among them, in my view, is the failure of the
criteria for sovereign immunity, as they have been expressed in a long
and bewildering series of Supreme Court decisions, to bear any necessary relationship to the real factors which should determine when the
Government requires special protection which ordinary litigants would
not be accorded.
The main argument against S. 800 is one that can be made against
most statutes which seek to make a change in encrusted principles of
the common law: the difficulty of obtaining complete assurance that
no untoward result will be produced. The Department of Justice has
been unable to identify any, assuming that the modifications and interpretations proposed in this letter are accepted. We are sure, however, that the Committee will give careful consideration to the submissions of other agencies on this point with respect to their particular
:areas of activity.
It should also be pointed out that the status quo itself is not without
uncertainty. No one can read the significant Supreme Court cases on
sovereign immunity, from United States v. Lee, 106 U.S. 196 (1882)
to Malone v. Bowdoin, 369 U.S. 643 (1962), Duga;n v. Rank, 37~ U.S.
(\09 (1963) and Hawaii v. Gordon, 373 U.S. 57 (1963) (per curiam),
without concluding that the field is a mass of confusion; and if he
ventures beyond that to attempt some reconciliation of the co.urts of
appeals decisions, he will find confusion compounded. Acceptmg the
elimination of the doctrine of sovereign immunity is not, then, a case
of exchanging the certain for the uncertain, or the known for the
unknown.
Indeed, if the present bill is properly understood and properly applied by the courts, it is likely to produce a more stable and predicta.ble
system of immunity from suit than the present doctrine of sovereign
immunity can ever attain-because it will be a system directly and
honestly based upon relevant governmel}tal fact?rs rather than u~on
a medieval concept whose real vitality IS long smce gone and which
we have tried vamlv to convert to rational modern use. It is not the
intent of the Department nor, as !!understand it, the intent of the
drafters of this bill, that all of the cases which have heretofore been
disposed of on the basis of sovereign immunity would in the future
be entertained and adjudicated by the courts. To the contrary, one of
the very premises of the proposal is the fact that many (indeed, I
would say most) of the cases disposed of on the basis of sovereign
immunity could have been decided the same way on other legal
grounds, such as: lack of standing; lack of ripeness; availability of an
alternative remedy in another court; express or implied statutory
preclusion of judicial review; commission of the matter by law to
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agency discretion; privileged nature of the defendant's conduct; failure to exhaust admmistrative remedies; discretionary power to refuse
equitable relief ;1 and the "political question" doctrine. 2 As stated in
the Administrative Conference Report:
The essential and sound policy underlying sovereign immunity-that courts should not engage in indiscriminate interference with governmental programs-is not abandone;d
merely because an artificial and outmoded doctrine Is
abolished. The same basic policy is inherent in the body of
law that governs the availability and scope of judicial review.
The doctrine of sovereign immunity is unnecessary to prevent
courts from (a) entermg fields which the Constitution or
Congress has delegated to the executive, and (b) displacing
executive or administrative judgment. (1 AOUS Reports at
225.)
In addition to the common law doctrines which afford certain governmental processes needed protection, i~ is also. an im:porta~t fa.ct<?r
in our support for the bill that the waiver of Immumty, smce 1t IS
made via § 70~, will on~y apply to claim~ r~lat.ing to improper. o~cial
action; and will be Sl;lbJect FO the other .limitatiOns of ~he Admm!strative Procedure Act, mcludmg that which renders review unavailable
"to the extent that-(1) statutes preclude judicial review, or, (2)
agency action is committed to agency discretion by law." 5 U.S.C.
§ 701 (a). They also include the requirement that "the form of proceeding for judicial review is the special statutory rev~ew pr.oceedm~ relevant to the subject matter," where such a proceedmg exists and IS not
inadequate. 5 U.S. C. § 703. These features were considered of great importance by the Administrative Conference Committee which originally drafted this legislative proposal, and they are important elements
of the Department's support for the bill.
In one respect, the proposed § 702 differs from the version recommended by the Administrative Conference, and we believe the change
is undesirable. Clause (2) of the last sentence, as proposed by the
Administrative Conference, would have provided that nothing in
the legislation confers authority to grant relief "if any other statute
that grants consent to suit expressly or impliedly forbids the relief
which is sought." This has been changed to read: "if any other statute
granting consent to suit for money damages forbids the relief which
is sought." (emphasis added). The underscored phrase and the elimination of the phrase "expressly or impliedly" could be interpreted to
limit the disclaimer in such a fashion as to raise serious questions concerning the scope of the new reviewability which would be created.
We see no reason why a congressional intent to preclude other remedies
should be honored only with respect to statutes for money damages,
and otherwise ignored. Nor do we believe it should be left in any doubt
that the requisite intent nt>ed not be express (which, in a prior system
which assumed the existence of sovereign immunity, would be extremely rare) but can be found from all the circumstances normally

available to assess legislative will. Beca~se e,:Kisting. statu~s h~ve been
enacted against the backdrop of sovereign Immumty, this .will probably mean that in most if not all ca~es where .statut~ry re~edies al_ready
exist these remedies will be exclusive; that IS no d1stort10n, but s1mply
an adcurate reflection of the legislative inte!lt in these particular areas
in which the Congress has focused on. the_1ssue of rehef. It woul_d_ be
unwise to ups~t these sp~cifi~ determul;ab?~ by a general prov1s_10n
of this sort, without considermg them mdivldually, or even knowmg
precisely what they are. In the many areas where Congress has not
acted however, and when its action is not addressed to the type of
griev~nce which the plaintiff seeks to assert, suit would be allowed.
The Department of Justice strongly urges that the Administrative
Conference's original and well considered recommendation on this
point be reinstated.
Our second disagreement with the text of section 1 of the bill relates
to the next to the last sentence of the revised § 7024 which provides
that "the United States may be named as a de:fencta:nt in any s_uch
action, and a judgment or decree may be entered agamst the Umted
States." This was part of the original Administrative Conference proposal. Its purpose was to eliminate the "technicalities of the law of
parties defendant'~ and to assure the "binding effect of judgments"
against the United States. (See 1 A OUS Reports 220-22.)
We have no quarrel with these objectives, nor with the text of the
provision insofar as it provides for the initial naming of the United
States. The provision for the entering of a judgment or decree against
the United States, however, is inadvisable without some modification.
In order to assure that the binding effect of a judgment will not lapse
with the departure of the Federal officer who happens to have been
named, it seems to us unnecessary to leave to the Justice Del?artmentor perhaps to the Government as a whole-the task of deciding what
individual has personal responsibility (presumably under pain of
contempt) for compliance with a court's mandatory decree. Leaving
the matter thus unspecified is either unfair to the individual who may
be responsible or else destructive of the enforceability of the decree.
1Ve suggest that all the values sought to be achieved by this provision
can be preserved, and the foregoing difficulty eliminated, by adding
to the sentence in question the following proviso :
provided, that any mandatory or injunctive decree shall
specify the Federal officer or officers (by name or by title),
and their successors in office, personally responsible for
compliance.
In connection with this provision, I may also note our understanding
that the ability to name the United States in the initial pleading does
not alter the degree of specificity with which the plaintiff must plead
and establish his case. For example, where the plaintiff knows that
particular officers of a particular agency caused the wrong alleged, he
cannot merely plead that it was caused by unspecified officers of the
United States, leaving it to the Department of Justice to circularize
the entire Government in order to respond to the complaint. Such a
pleading would be subject to a motion for more definite statement
under Rule 12(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.

t See the cases on each of these points cited In the Report of the Commission on Judl~lal
Review of the Administrative Conference of the United States. 1 Reoommend.f'tiona ant!
ot the Ac!mut.istrative Oonjerenae (hereinafter "ACUS Reports") 191, 222-23.
Rcporttr
2 See, e.g., a. &! S. Air Linea v. Waterman Oorp., 333 U.S. 103 (1948).
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SECTION 3-VENUE

With the revisions suggested above, the Department supports enactment of section 1 of S. 800.
SECTION 2-Ali!OUNT IN CONTROVERSY

Section 2 of S. 800 would amend 28 U.S.C. section 1331 to eliminate
the requirement that there be at least $10,000 in controversy, and thus
provide federal court jurisdiction over all civil cases raising "federal
questions" regardless of the monetary amount involved.
The Department of Justice has in the past supported removal of
the "amount in controversy" requirement in cases alleging unconstitutional action by federal agents. The Administrative Conference of the
United States has recommended the somewhat broader approach of
eliminating the requirement with respect to cases in which the plaintiff alleges that he has been injured or threatened with injury by an
officer or employee of the United States, or an agency thereof, "acting
under color of Federal law." Conference Recommendation 68-7. Virtually all of the additional ground covered by the Conference proposal would be encompassed by existing law if section 10 of the APA,
5 U.S.C. §§ 701-03, were established to be an independent grant
of jurisdiction. This is presently the law of the District of Columbia
C~rcuit, Pickus v. [J_ni~ed State.s Board of Parole, 507 F.2d 1107 (D.C.
Cir. 1974), though It IS not umversally accepted. Moreover, the jurisdictional amount requirement can be avoided if suit can be cast in the
form of an action "in the nature of mandamus," so as to qualify under
the Mandamus and Venue Act of 1962, 28 U.S.C. § 1361. See Report of the Committee on Judicial Review of the Administrative
Conference, 1 AOUS Reports170, 176-77. When these means of avoiding the requirement are added to the fact that the existence of monetary damage in cases involving agency action is an erratic factor to
begin with, not !leces?arily related to either .the private or public importance of the Issue mvolved, the "amount m controversy" provision
of § .133~ is seen to have a very limited and virtually irrational
apJ;>hcatiOn, at least as applied to judicial review of administrative
actwn. The Department therefore supports the Administrative Conference recommendation.
The amendment contained in S. 800, however, would go beyond the
Con~erence proposal, an~ wo~ld remove .the "amount in controversy"
requirement not merely m smts for review of federal agency action
but in all federal question cases. We do not know the volume and the
character of cases which this further extension would add to :federal
court d~ckets. The Adminis~rative Conference Committee report of
course di~ not a~dress the pomt, and we know of no other study which
does.. It IS c;onc~Ivable that the small volume of such cases, or their
relatively h1g~ Importanc~, ren?ers the ~xtension uno?jectionable. If
the Subcommit~ee ~as rehabl~ mformatlon on the pomt, we will be
pleased to exam.me 1.t and provide our further views. Absent such data,
howeye_r, we.thmk It adVIsable to adhere to the carefully considered
Adm1mstrative Conference recommendation which would limit sectio? 2 to the important category of suits s~eking review of agency
action.

Section 3 of S. 800 would amend 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (e) to permit
additional persons to be joined as parties in actions against the United
States, its agencies, officers or employees, "without regard to other
venue requirements." Presently, 28 U.S.C. § 139l(e), which grants
venue not merely in the defendant's district but in the plaintiff's
district, where the cause of action arose or where real property
which it involves is situated, applies to a civil action in which "each
defendant" is an officer or employee of the United States or any
agency thereof. The amendment proposed would make the presence
of a single federal defendant sufficient.
While the question must be regarded as still open, the limitation
on joinder set forth in § 1391(e) has been held by some courts
to apply only to those individuals as to whom that section itself 1s
the sole basis of venue. That is, additional defendants may be joined
80 long as an independent basis of venue with respect to them exists.
See National Resources Defense Council, Inc. v. Tennessee Valley
Authority, 459 F.2d 255, 257 n. 3 (2d Cir. 1972). If the effect of the
present proposal were merely to codify this interpretation of§ 1391 (e),
the Department would support it. However, the amendment as
written goes much further. It would permit any palintiff to obtain
venue against any private defendant by simply joining as a party to
the action a federal official over whom venue may be obtained under
28 U.S.C. § 1391(e). The Department sees no reason why the facilitation of suits against the Government should lead to the imposition of hardships against non-Government defendants which the
ordinary venue rules are designed to avoid. See T01JJn of Ea8t Haven v.
Eastern Airlines, 282 F. Supp. 507, 510-11 (D. Conn. 1968). We may
note, incidentally, that the portion of the Administrative Conference
Committee report which was the origin of this proposal did not adlast
dress the point we have here raised, and indeed in all except
sentence discussed the problem as though the only issue were permitting ~he joinder of persons as to whom independent grounds of
venue existed. See 1 AOUS Reports431-32.
The Department's objection would be met i£ the final phrase of section 3, "without regard to other venue requirements," were replaced
?Y: "and ;with such other venu~ requirements as would be applicable
lf the Umted States or one of Its officers, employees or agencies were
not a party."
For the reasons stated above, the Department of .Justice recommends enactment of this legislation with the suggested amendments.
The Office of Management and Budget has advised that there is
no objection to the submission of this report from the standpoint of
the Administration's program.
Sincerely,
AXTO:r:-TJ:N ScALIA,

A8sistant Attorney General, Office of Legal OO'unsel.
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AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Monday, the nineteenth day of January,
one thousand nine hundred and seventy-six

To amend chapter 7, title 5, United States Code, with respect to procedure for
judicial review of certain administrative agency action, and for otber purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled, That sections 70'2 and
703 of title 5, United States Code, are amended to read as follows:
"§ 702. Right of review
"A person suffering legal wrong because of agency action, or
adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meanin¥ of
a relevant statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof. An action m a
court of the United States seeking relief other than money damages
and stating a claim that an agency or an officer or employee thereof
acted or failed to act in an official capacity or under color of legal
authority shall not be dismissed nor relief therein be denied on the
ground that it is against the United States or that the United States is
an indispensable party. The United States may be named ·as a defendant in any such action, and a jud 1ent or decree may be entered
That any mandatory or injun<;against the United States: Pr ·
tive decree shall specify the Federal officer or officers (by name or by
title), and their successors in office, personally responsible for compliance. Nothing herein (1) affects other limitations on judicial rev1ew
or the power or duty of the court to dismiss any action or deny relief
on any other appropriate legal or equitable ground; or (2) confers
authority to grant relief i:f any other statute that grants consent to
suit expressly or impliedly forbids the relief which is sought.
"§ 703. Form and venue of proceeding
"The form of proceeding for judicial review is the special statutory
review proceeding relevant to the subject matter in a court specified by
statute or, in the absence or inadequacy thereof, any applicable form
of legal action, including actions for declaratory judgments or writs of
prohibitory or mandatory injunction or habeas corpus, in a court of
competent jurisdiction. If no special statutory review proceeding is
applicable, the action for judicial review may be brought against the
United States, the agency by its official title, or the appropriate officer.
Except to the extent that prior, adequate, and exclusive opportunity for judicial review is :erovided by law, agency action is subject to judicial review in civil or criminal proceedings for judicial
enforcement.".
•
SEc. 2. Section 1331(a) of title 28, United States Code, is amended
by striking the final period and inserting a comma and adding thereafter the following: "except that no such sum or value shall be
required in any such action brought against the United States, any
agency thereof, or any officer or employee thereof in his official
capacity.".
SEc. 3. The .first paragraph of section 1391(e) of title 28, United
States Code, is amended to read as follows:
" (e) A civil action in which a defendant is an officer or employee of
the United States or any agency thereof acting in his official capacity
or under color of legal authority, or an agency of the United States,
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or the United States, may, except as otherwise provided by law, be
brought in any judicial district in which (1) a defendant in the action
resides, or (2) the cause of action arose, or (3) any real property
involved in the action is situated, or (4) the :plaintiff resides if no
real property is involved in the action. Additional :persons may be
joined as parties to any such action in accordance With the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure and with such other venue requirements as
would be applicable if the United States or one of its officers,
employees, or agencies were not a party.".

Speaker of the HOWJe of RepreBentative&.

Vice Pre8ident of the United State& and
Pre8ident of the Senate.
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